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At the Blenheim conference I had the

pleasure of presenting His Honour Justice

Salmon with the Association's special

award recognising an outstanding contribution by

an individual to resource management practice. In

His Honour’s case that contribution has been a

multi-faceted one.

That we have the RMLA today, is due to the

foresight and enthusiasm of the small founding

group in 1992, including the then Peter Salmon

QC.  As the respected leader of the Planning Bar, he

was invited by the group to become the

Association's inaugural president. He continued in

that position until his appointment as a Judge of the

High Court, the first of our members to attain that

distinction.  The leadership that he provided over

that period firmly established the Association as a

credible voice on resource management matters.

His Honour is well known to practitioners as the

General Editor of the eponymous Salmon The

Resource Management Act, which many of us use as

our professional bible.  His contributions to RMLA

annual conferences include the lead address at

Wellington in 2001 and the closing review at

Blenheim.

In practice His Honour was renowned for his sharp

intellect and cross-examination.  The evasive

witness was pursued until finally a definite,

affirmative answer was extracted.  This was

followed up with: "So the answer to the

question I first asked you was 'Yes'?" The

unfortunate witness would have no

alternative but to agree, only to be met with:

"Well, why didn’t you say so in the first

place?" to which question there is, of course,

no sensible answer.

Award to the Honourable
Justice Peter Salmon
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Thankfully for evasive witnesses

and opposing counsel alike, His

Honour was appointed to the High

Court bench.  There his

contributions to the RMA

jurisprudence include:

Freeman v Savage – a consideration

of jurisdictional issues relating to

the foreshore, currently very

topical.

Cavanagh v Auckland City Council –

application for judicial review

granted on the basis that the

building was not an “accessory

building” in terms of the District

Plan definition.

Green and McCahill v ARC –

upholding the Environment

Court's decision as to the validity

of the Metropolitan Urban Limits

imposed by the proposed

Auckland RPS.

Minhinnick v Watercare Services –

holding that section 8 did not

provide tangata whenua with a

veto, addressing consultation, and

the objectivity of the test for

"offensive or objectionable" under

section 314.

Murphy v Whangarei DC – a

judicial review of a non-notified

application in which the technical

breach established did not justify

granting relief.

Olsen v Auckland CC – in which the

Court determined that Turner v

Allison applied and that the

conditions in question fell within

the certifier as opposed to

arbitrator category.

Peninsula Watchdog v Coeur Gold

NZ Ltd – holding that where a

decision determines that a party

has a liability to pay costs then

that decision should be appealed

in terms of section 300

notwithstanding that the decision

on quantum may not yet have

been received.

ACC v Long – holding that where an

officer who did not have

appropriate delegated authority

signed a certificate of compliance,

the validation of that certificate by

the counter-signature of a duly

delegated officer did not amount to

a fresh exercise of the power and

recording an obvious reluctance to

set aside a particular decision or

course of conduct on the basis of a

technical breach which has no

material effect.

Aley v North Shore CC – one of the

first decisions on the permitted

baseline holding that a

consideration of effects on the

environment required an

assessment of the effects on the

environment as it exists.

Bayley v Manukau City Council – an

important contribution on the

issue of challenges to non-notified

decisions.

Parkbrook Holdings v ACC – holding

that leave was not required to

withdraw an appeal and addressing

the status of one who had given

notice under section 274.

Juken Nissho v Northland RC –

holding that the proviso in section

15(1) "unless the discharge is

expressly allowed by a resource

consent" is not part of the

description of an offence but is an

exception which falls within the

ambit of section 67(8) of the

Summary Proceedings Act (ie a

positive defence for the defendant

to prove).

Varnier v Vector Energy Ltd – a

consent under the RMA is not

intended to remove the common

law right to claim in nuisance or

negligence in relation to effects

arising from the implementation

of the consent at least in so far as

those effects affect the health of

persons exposed to them.

Panela Corporation v District Court

Whangarei – holding that a

prosecution to which section

339(1) applies is to be

commenced in the summary

jurisdiction subject to the right to

elect trial by jury.

Smith Chilcott Ltd v Martinez –

another of the important baseline

decisions holding that regardless

of whether the density rule is or is

not a bulk and location

requirement it is a provision of the

plan which people are entitled to

rely upon even although its

purpose may not be to protect

amenity consideration such as

view or outlook.  It is still relevant

to consider whether in a particular

case it could have an effect on

such amenities.  Secondly, it

would not be appropriate to

accept as a permitted development

a proposal that is simply not

credible.  The Court must be wary

of getting into issues of financial

viability.  Credible was the test,

rather than likely.

Martinez v ACC – the second

round. Leaving aside issues of

whether the Environment Court

would have jurisdiction to

reinstate an earlier decision where

the decision was referred back to

it for reconsideration, it would be

inappropriate for it to do so.  In its

second decision the Environment

Court held the hypothetical

development met the non-fanciful

test.  The High Court held that

this decision included an error of
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law holding that the proposed 8 unit

apartment development had the same

effects as those of a 3 unit but not

fanciful complex as permitted by the

plan.

Skinner v Tauranga DC – striking out an

appeal on the basis of the grounds were

clearly untenable.

Geotherm Group v WRC – determining

that the priority of applications for

competing geothermal extractions was

to be determined in accordance with

the date of public notification.

And while sitting as a Judge of the

Court of Appeal:

Yoshimoto v Canterbury Gulf

International – interpretation of a

term in a contract conditional on

the obtaining of the necessary

planning authorisations and

resource consents within 12

months.

Earlier this year His Honour

reached the mandatory retirement

age for High Court Judges and was

re-appointed as a temporary Judge

for 12 months.  Although his

distinguished judicial career is

now drawing to a close, His

Honour’s considerable RMA

experience will no doubt continue

to be available to practitioners in

the role of mediator or arbitrator.

Members will join with me in

congratulating His Honour for his

achievements and wishing him

well for the future.
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Bjorn Lomborg cautioned the

RMLA  conference 2003

that environmental decision

making often lacks the information

necessary to make informed and

rational decisions.  In the absence

of such information, decisions are

instead based on emotive reactions,

simplistic understanding of science

or media coverage of “important”

issues.

Dr Lomborg is the Director of

Denmark's national Environmental

Assessment Institute.  The Institute is

an independent body under the

umbrella of the Danish Ministry of the

Environment.  It is tasked with “getting

the most environment” for the 5% of

GDP Denmark spends annually on

environmental protection.  The

Institute maintains a general overview

of Denmark’s environmental situation,

assesses individual activities and

communicates the knowledge

garnered to the public and political

decision-makers.  The fundamental

aim of the Institute is to increase

objectivity in environmental debates

and ensure that decisions in the

environmental field are based on the

best possible foundation.

But can we take Dr Lomborg’s model

and simply import it into New

Zealand?  There are some

fundamental differences in the

environment between Denmark and

this country that make that far too

simplistic a response. 

First, Denmark’s population is only

about a third larger than New

Zealand’s (around 5.5 million), but

their GDP is two or three times

greater (depending upon how it is

measured).  Thus they spend it

seems, somewhere around $US 8

billion on the environment.  In that

context, it is certainly worth

spending some money to ensure that

the rest of it is well directed.

Second, their economy, and hence

environmental issues, are very

different.  Denmark gains around

3% of its GDP from agriculture and

roughly 26% from industrial

production.  Theirs is a pollution

economy, where environmental

performance is equated with water

pollution, air pollution and toxicity.

All of these things can be cleaned up

when the country can afford them.

Parameters are easily measured and

explained and therefore believed.

Toxicity levels of contaminants are

known and understood.  Given a

fixed sum of money, it is thus

comparatively easy to calculate costs

and benefits.  The cost of reducing

concentrations of a discharge such as

arsenic to water is known and the

incremental costs and benefits of any

reduction can be calculated. 

New Zealand is different.  Our

economy remains rooted in primary

production and our environmental

problems are hence resource

depletion and non-point source

Towards better
environmental 

decision-making
Janette Campbell, Cowper Campbell

Toxicity levels of

contaminants are

known and

understood
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pollution, not industrial pollution.

The quality, extent and resilience of

the very land that our GDP depends

on are being depleted by the

activities that generate income.

Once the soil is gone we cannot just

clean it up; it simply will not be

there.  So the task of environmental

management is very different to that

in Denmark.  It is not just about

environmental performance distant

from industry (air, water quality) it is

also about sustainable management

of what we have in our production

places.  While a logical cost-benefit

analysis of the issue might well lead

to the conclusion that we should

abandon hill country farming in

Gisborne and Wanganui (and many

other places beside), who would pay

for such an initiative?  And what

would be its social and other costs?

In addition, New Zealand is home to

the largest collection of endemic

species in the world.  They are not

only a unique cargo, they are

uniquely threatened.  Like animals

in other countries, our native species

are challenged by habitat destruction

and pollution of their environment.

They also adapted in the absence of

the “ordinary” threats posed by

introduced species, which prey on

them, or compete with them for

already diminishing resources.

Denmark simply does not face

comparable issues. 

These differences are easy to

recount.  But they lead to the real

difference, which is the nature of the

information needed to make

decisions.  The sort of information

needed to assess the sustainability of

farming on the East Coast is

ecosystem-wide understanding and

predictability.  Some of that level of

understanding exists at the level of a

single dairy farm (we can predict the

response to a tonne of lime) and that

is the very best information in the

world.  However, that information

just does not exist at an ecosystem

level, let alone within a wider

framework of sustainability taking

into account social issues also.  

We need different types of

information in a resource-based

economy. Our information needs are

about natural capital, not just

capital. Our environmental issues

are about ecosystem health and

about the declining capacity of our

environment to absorb degradation

without collapse.  New Zealand’s

environmental imperatives are about

getting to sustainable development

where economic growth is

decoupled from environmental

degradation.

Danish scientists may be able to go

out and stick a meter in the ditch

and get a measure meaningful to

Denmark's environmental problem,

but in New Zealand it would take

our entire research capacity

decades to model the East Coast

ecosystem with any meaningful

predictability, and then there

would be a thousand farmers to

convince.  Farmers who know the

land and "know" the science is

wrong (“because I own the land

and I'm a good person, and so was

my daddy who lived here and

overgrazed it, and my grandaddy

who carved this paradise out of the

bush, and shot those buggers who

tried to steal the eels from the

swamp I finally got drained with a

grant from the government”). 

Dr Lomborg’s approach may be right

for easy to measure single media

symptoms of environmental quality

such as concentrations of pollutants

in water.  He may also be right in

relation to more complex multi-

media ecosystem-scale measures of

health and resilience and long-term

sustainability, so long as decision

makers have the wealth of nations

and the omnipotence of the gods

and a few hundred years to change

behaviours.  There is a qualitative

difference in our environmental

issues.  

There is not only a qualitative

issue with respect to the

information needed to make

"wise" decisions, but the

quantitative leap required is more

than superhuman, it is

supernation.  And most often the

Resource

management

decision-making

is not just about

technical

excellence
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decisions that we need to make are

not about cleanup, but about the

need to get out of an area of

production.  Our decisions are not

about annual timescales, nor

decades, but how resources

should be treated for hundreds of

years.  In New Zealand, with these

more complex issues, it is as much

about the quality of hearing as the

quality of the information

disseminated. Some people just do

not hear ecosystem-wide

messages, because they think at a

smaller scale (“will this water hurt

me; can I trust this person I've

never seen before?”). 

Given all that, New Zealand has its

success stories built on science and

experience that have no peers in

Denmark.  In its day, the 1941 Soil

Erosion and Rivers Control Act was

one example.  Our fisheries

management system has more

science, more information, more

rational thinking and better quality

of environmental ecosystem debate

than anything in Europe.  Our

Resource Management Act

focusses firmly on the provision of

information about a proposal’s

environmental effects. 

Of course better decisions are

made from better information.

But why should environmental

decision-making be rational?

Information alone has no value. It

is value-less.  Ethics and

principles have value, and add

value to information.  What is

wrong with protecting biodiversity

for purely emotional reasons

(although arguably this is also a

precautionary approach from a

scientific standpoint)?

Resource management decision-

making is not just about technical

excellence (or we would only have

the courts and codes); it is also about

democracy and community level self

determination.  In other words,

decision-making has a social and

political context and function. 

Information about those dimensions

can also be important.  Our current

processes allow this local knowledge

to colour decisions – some would say

too much.  Which raises another

question - where does the need for

information stop?  We need

information that goes beyond that

“rationally” gathered in ivory towers

with no accountability to affected

communities.  A too elitist model will

not satisfy New Zealanders.

The only answer is that we become

better not just at measuring change,

but at measuring that change towards

or away from a stated and agreed goal.

In New Zealand that goal is

increasingly becoming articulated as

sustainable development; an idea that

seems to be beyond Dr Lomborg.  We

also need to better communicate the

results of this measuring, so that we

can achieve the community buy-in

necessary to affect the changes needed

to approach sustainability in this

country. 
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A Skeptical Environmentalist:
“Measuring the Real State of the World”

Iwas unable to attend the

RMLA Blenheim Conference

to hear keynote  speaker,

Skeptical Environmentalist, Bjorn

Lomborg.  However, I did attend

the Business Roundtable’s Sir

Ronald Trotter Lecture, 8 October

2003, where Lomborg presented a

well-delivered and polished

lecture, which suggested the next

day’s RMLA presentation was not

going to be different.

The lecture was thought-provoking

and challenging and both RMLA

and the Business Roundtable are to

be congratulated for bringing

Lomborg here.  He made some

telling points.  Using widely sourced

statistics, he showed that the

environment is not generally getting

worse, but better.  Overlooked by

some, in lecture and book he also

says “better” is not necessarily “good

enough”, and improvement is still

needed.

But Lomborg’s book1 and lecture fit

that prognosis, too.  Websites

dissect the book; I’ll focus on his

lecture, which I attended with 500

others.  

Lomborg said that predictions have

been repeatedly made since 1920

that only 10 years’ oil reserves

remain, but consumption has

increased enormously during the

last 80 years as exploration

expanded to meet the growing

demand.  There is no imminent

shortage.  In any case, following the

economists’ line of substitutability,

alternatives will be found well

before we do run out of oil – “the

stone-age did not end because

people ran out of stone”.

He then pointed out Kyoto Climate

Change protocol implementation

was going to cost the world US$3

trillion but only postpone disaster

by 6 years over the next century.

Ipso facto, Kyoto should be

scrapped and the savings invested

in making alternative big

improvements, such as improving

developing countries’ water quality

to fight disease.  

Two comments: Lomborg’s Pareto-

optimal savings do not

automatically translate into resource

transfers to better the Third World –

Cancun demonstrated that.

Secondly, Lomborg is guilty of his

own oil-prediction fallacy: Kyoto is

not a once-off centennial Protocol,

negotiated once and left to run

ruinously, unchecked for 100 years

as he suggests.  Rather, like other

multi-lateral agreements such as

GATT-WTO and Ozone Layer,

Protocols and Treaties are repeatedly

1. Lomborg, B (2001), The Skeptical Environmentalist: Measuring the Real State of the World (Cambridge University Press)

Jeff McNeill, Public Policy Analyst

Lomborg’s fame

(or notoriety)

that brings him

to New Zealand

is also

foreshadowed in

his book

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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revisited and renegotiated; policy

development’s equivalent to

ongoing oil exploration.  Kyoto may

be daft as it stands, but it should

only be seen as a stepping stone to

Son of Kyoto, not the final

destination.  We will have

substituted something far better

than existing policy well before

2100 – Kyoto’s shortcomings are not

an excuse for complacency or

inaction.

US$3 trillion is a lot, but it does

need to be put into perspective. The

Economist magazine2 notes in a

forthcoming study the International

Energy Agency, a quasi-

governmental group of oil-

consuming nations, estimates that

the oil industry needs to invest as

much as US$2.2 trillion over the

next 30 years in exploration and

production, of which $1.5 billion is

simply to replace production

already in decline or soon to

decline.  It also notes OPEC has

managed to transfer $7 trillion in

wealth from American consumers to

producers over the past three

decades by keeping the oil price

above its true market-clearing level. 

Ironically, Lomborg’s fame (or

notoriety) that brings him to New

Zealand is also foreshadowed in his

book.  He claims we are all receptive

to environmentalist doom-

mongering in part because of

human predilection for bad news of

gloom and disaster, untempered by

the good news.  Which is exactly

what a minority of the audience had

come to hear from Lomborg – the

crucifixion and burial of the green

activist.  The rest of us, I hope, went

away challenged and thoughtful –

and the teeniest bit skeptical.

2. The Economist, 25 October 2003
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Waitaki Catchment –
nonsense or national necessity?

On 1 September 2003,

Cabinet’s Policy

Committee agreed to

develop two pieces of legislation

without delay.  The first is for a

framework for the allocation of

water in the Waitaki Catchment.

The second is to provide for a

process to consider the merits of

competing water uses in the

Waitaki catchment.  Each may be

dressed up as merely amendments

to the RMA.  The reality is

somewhat different.  The Minister

for the Environment has since

‘called in’ and effectively frozen,

until the new legislation is enacted,

all current Waitaki catchment

resource consent applications.

At the same time, the Government’s

Infrastructure Cabinet Committee

has been working on generic

legislation to reform how major

infrastructure projects can be more

efficiently consented.  The Minister

for Economic Development, Jim

Anderson, will apparently be given

the power to declare certain projects

– such as energy, water and transport

- to be in the national interest, and

thereby qualify for a streamlined

approval process.

An obvious question is why don’t

the Waitaki’s ‘Project Aqua’ and

irrigation proposals come within this

soon to be proposed generic reform?

The answer may have more to do

with political expediency than a

principled approach to such

policy development.

Part of Cabinet’s agreement was that

the special Waitaki legislation

‘would apply only to the Waitaki

situation’ and it would not provide a

special decision-making process to

be used for other resource

management decisions.

One could imagine such proposed

Waitaki legislation is essential for:

� the orderly utilisation of this

important New Zealand resource,

or

� for New Zealand’s energy needs,

given the Government’s apparent

endorsement of the $1.2 billion

Project Aqua proposal, or

� the necessity for driving exports,

or

� the development of significant

opportunities for employment,

and 

� that it is essential a decision is

made promptly on these matters.

Such thinking, however, would be

flawed.  The above were the

specific criteria required for a

project to qualify under the now

repealed and maligned National

Development Act (NDA).

The NDA set up a direct referral to,

and required a prompt inquiry by,

the Environment Court.  Only

limited matters could be considered

on appeal.  It was ahead of its time

for its requirement for both an

environmental impact report and an

audit by the Commissioner for the

Environment.  That act was repealed

after only seven years.  Only three

proposals were brought under it,

and two consented under it, (being

the then Petralgas methanol plant in

the Waitara Valley and the Synfuels

synthetic fuels plant at Motunui).

The NDA, while not perfect, was

efficient.  I suggest it failed because

of the financial disaster to the

taxpayer of the Muldoon era,

including the ‘Think Big’ projects,

rather than the Act’s consenting

processes.

The proposed Waitaki legislation’s

first component, to develop a water

allocation plan for the Waitaki

catchment, according to Minister

Hobbs is ‘in order to ensure that

local, regional and national needs

are considered’.  That cannot be

Craig Stevens, Partner, Phillips Fox
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criticised nor the need for it laid just

at the feet of this government.

The water allocation plan is in part

a consequence of the folly of the

regional boundaries arising from

past Local Government reforms.

The two relevant Regional

Councils, Environment Canterbury

and Otago Regional Council, must

be unique in having their

respective boundaries dissect a

major river.  The Waitaki was, at

the time, the only river catchment

accorded the status of ‘river of

national importance’ under the

former Water and Soil

Conservation Act, and for reasons

of its electricity generation role.  

It is hard to understand why the

river’s catchment was separated

between two regions.  The

necessity for such river systems to

be contained within a single

regional council’s boundary was

recognised elsewhere at that time.

For instance, Environment Waikato

sensibly incorporates within its

boundary the entire Waikato river

system from Lake Taupo to the sea.

Hot on the heels of the special

water allocation plan legislation for

the Waitaki catchment will be

(according to Minister Hobbs) a

‘better process for deciding

resource consent applications for

Waitaki water and to reduce costs

and uncertainty’.  This second

piece of Waitaki legislation, to

provide a special consenting

process for the competing Waitaki

RMA applications seems harder to

justify, at least, simply limited to

this one river system’s consents.

We have had threatened electricity

‘brown outs’ this winter.  The cause

of that threat, ironically, was as

much because of the Maui Gas Field

being wound back, having been

significantly depleted by the Think

Big national development projects

mentioned above, as by lack of

autumn rains.  It is difficult to see

the Project Aqua hydro proposal, in

one of NZ’s most drought prone

areas, assisting electricity generation

in low flow dry years.  This is

notwithstanding that the proposal is

to take approximately 2/3rds of the

river’s remaining typical flow over a

distance of some 60km, (bearing in

mind that the Waitaki is already a

modified river system).  At times of

the critical low inflow, Project Aqua

is unlikely to therefore deliver

anything, yet it is promoted as an

essential contributor to our base-

load supply.

It would seem the scheme is being

supported by Government as a

matter of expediency to avoid

further non-renewable electricity

generation projects, (come hell or

high waters?), which are currently

being proposed.  Might the

government be again into ‘picking

winners’ as the Muldoon

government of the NDA era did?.

The current Waitaki River RMA

consent applications include both

Project Aqua and the Aoraki and

North Otago irrigation proposals.  A

reason advanced for ‘calling in’ those

applications is to ‘stop the clock’ so

that the first application in time will

not necessarily get an advantage

until the water allocation plan is

developed.  (The Minister has called

in approximately 40 consents in all).

When confronted with similar issues

in aqua culture, the Government

took a different approach and

simply, through legislation, imposed

a moratorium.  (That now has its

own issues because of the Court of

Appeal’s recent foreshore and seabed

customary title decision).

While the Waitaki legislation is

being developed a pace, so too is the

generic legislation for major

projects.  It seems incomprehensible

that the generic legislation should be

being drafted to cover the processing

of consents for major infrastructure

projects generally, and yet the

Waitaki consents process will be

dealt with by the expediency of

separate one-off legislation.  It

smacks of legislation that is

politically expedient, being

promoted for a single SOE’s project

(Project Aqua).  The real answer

would seem to be that the Waitaki

legislation is politically much more

‘doable’ than the proposed generic

big project consents’ reforms.

Heaven forbid that one SOE’s

development of a renewable energy

project should be held up because of

the anticipated and the fairly

The Waitaki

legislation is

politically much

more ‘doable’ than

the proposed

generic big project

consents’ reforms
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obvious associations which are likely

to be drawn between the generic

major consents’ reforms to the RMA

and the former NDA.

Might it also not be the case that a

rushed consenting process for the

depletion of 2/3rds of the remaining

water, from a 60km length of the

Waitaki’s braided river, will be

viewed as unkindly by future

generations as most now view the

exhaustion of the Maui Gas Field,

caused in part at least, by those

Think Big projects?

Like Project Aqua, the methanol

and synthetic fuels projects were

developed in the name of our

‘national interest’, ‘energy

development’, and their

‘employment opportunities’, all of

which made it essential that ‘a

decision be made promptly as to

whether or not the consents

sought should be granted’ – the

wording of s3 (3)(1)(b) NDA and

echoed in Cabinet’s Policy

Committee’s resolve that the

Waitaki consents’ legislation shall

‘direct the [Environment] Court to

accord priority to these matters’.

Finally, systemic and political

failures seem to have led to the

need to avoid the RMA on any

genuinely nationally important

resource use issues.  The NDA was

born out of an era that had a

multiplicity of statutory controls

for big projects.  The RMA was

meant to cure this.  Behind the

NDA was also the belief in the

value of national planning on

issues of national significance

such as energy, infrastructure and

water conservation.

The RMA could cover such issues.

Section 45 of the RMA provides for

the provision of National Policy

Statements to set out objectives and

policies for resource matters of

national significance.  The only

National Policy Statement produced

since the RMA was enacted in 1991

is The National Coastal Policy

Statement.  It might therefore be

reasonable to ask what have our

governments been doing in the last

12 years - a failure of leadership?; or

why in the same period couldn't

Otago Regional Council and

Environment Canterbury conclude

any water allocation plans for the

Waitaki catchment when that is one

of their core functions?
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INTRODUCTION

Until recently, the focus of

New Zealand's water

resource management has

tended to be on the issue of how to

allocate water between in stream and

out of stream uses.  Increasingly

however, water (like marine farming

space) is becoming a scarce and very

valuable resource for productive use.

Competition between productive

users (both existing and potential)

for surface and ground water is often

fierce and increasingly litigious.

Although this competition is not

new, the current rush for "aqua gold"

in the Waitaki and elsewhere has

highlighted some core issues.  It is

these issues on which I intend to

focus in this paper.

To a large extent "first come first

served", "the market", and

geography are left to determine

allocation between existing and/or

potential productive uses.  Whilst

the planning and consent process,

the concept of "sustainable

management" and sections 6 and 7

are capable of dealing with how

much water needs to stay in a water

body to protect in stream values,

they are not well suited to determine

allocation between productive uses

of water.  Section 5 is essentially

about environmental sustainability

rather than efficient, let alone

equitable allocation.  Little guidance

is provided by the RMA on how

public goods should be allocated to

private use.  This applies equally to

water and CMA space.

The concept of efficiency (section

7(b)) provides some assistance,

however the Courts have been

reluctant to entertain the concept of

comparative efficiency, at least in

the consent application context.  So

far as fresh water is concerned,

there is no national policy on the

issue and regional plans and policy

statements are often silent, or at

best deal in generalities.  The few

that do deal with allocation issues

tend to focus on in stream versus

out of stream issues, rather than on

allocation between productive uses.

Few provide for any priority

between different categories of use.

The Waitaki debate has brought all

of this into sharp focus.  In

particular:

� How does Part II and in particular

the concept of efficiency apply to

competition between potential

users?

� Do existing consent holders have a

legal priority over newcomers?

� What weight should be given to

effects on existing consent holders?

� Is it only effects on viability and

security of use which are relevant or

are effects on profitability relevant?

� When is a water resource "fully

allocated"?

I do not have the answers to all of

these questions but hopefully can

assist the debate and offer some

tentative suggestions.

Philip Milne, Simpson Grierson
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THE STATUTORY
FRAMEWORK

Since the enactment of the Water

and Soil Conservation Act

1967, the sole right to take, use,

dam and divert water has been vested

in the Crown.  Previous common

law/riparian rights to water have been

extinguished1.   That is not to say that

the Crown (or the "People" if you

prefer) own water.  Rather, the Crown

holds the rights to water which may

then be allocated to others, usually by

regional councils.  (I will leave to

others, the  issue of customary title

to water and whether the Court of

Appeal decision on the seabed and

foreshore may have some

applicability in terms of Maori rights

to water.)

Section 14 of the RMA sets out the

primary restrictions relating to the

taking and use of water.  The starting

point is, that subject to limited

exceptions, all taking, use, damming

and/or diversion of water (other than

water within a pipe, tank or cistern2 )

requires consent unless it is expressly

permitted by a regional plan3

(because it is a public good, there is a

restrictive presumption for use of

water, whereas land use is subject to a

permissive presumption).

Since both "use" and "take" are

restricted by the Act, regional councils

may consider the purpose, efficiency

and necessity of the end use of

water as well as the effects of

abstraction.  In appropriate cases

they may decline to process an

application to take, in the absence

of an application to use, or may

decline the take on the basis that

the need for the water has not

been justified. (However, in some

cases it will be appropriate to deal

with the allocation issue before

dealing with consents for the use.)

Applications for "water permits",

like any other consent

applications, are considered

"subject to Part II". Under the RMA

there is a single purpose -

promoting sustainable

management guided by the

principles in Part II.  By contrast,

the WSC Act had a "multiple use"

focus which was interpreted by

the Courts as requiring "beneficial

use" of water and the "balancing of

competing demands"4.   Given this

significant change in focus one

must adopt some caution in

seeking to apply pre RMA case law

to the new regime5. 

Under the WSC Act the "beneficial

use test" became the lynch-pin of

water allocation decisions.  The

Court of Appeal approved this test

in Keam v Minister of Works and

Development6 where it stated that:

"It is a useful general test ...

that any proposed use of

natural water should be a

beneficial use, and the loss

which might follow from the

taking of water should be

weighed against the benefit

which will result from its use."

and that:

"In exercising the discretion to

grant or refuse applications to

take natural water, regard

should be had to the

conservation and most

beneficial uses of natural

water within the region

including prospects for the

multiple use of water and to

recreational needs and the

safeguarding of scenic and

natural features, fisheries and

wildlife habitats ... in so far as

any of those matters are

relevant on the facts of the

particular case."

1. See section 21(1) of the WSC Act, Glenmark Homestead Ltd v North Canterbury Catchment Board [1978] 1 NZLR 407, 412-413 (CA) and section 354 of the RMA.
2. See the definition of "water" in section 2 of the RMA.
3. Section 14(3)(a) of the RMA provides the exception for permitted activities.  Such permitted activities could be subject to performance standards specified in
the relevant plan.
4. See in particular Keam v Minister of Works and Development [1982] 1 NZLR 319 and the discussion by P. Milne in NZULR Vol 11, No. 3, June 1985 and in
Brookers Resource Management "The Water Regime."
5. The long title of the WSC Act provided that it was: "An Act to promote a national policy in respect of natural water, and to make better provision for the
conservation, allocation, use, and quality of natural water, and for promoting soil conservation and preventing damage by flood and erosion, and for promoting and
controlling multiple uses of natural water and the drainage of land, and for ensuring that adequate account is taken of the needs of primary and secondary industry,
community water supplies, all forms of water-based recreation, fisheries, and wildlife habitats, and of the preservation and protection of the wild, scenic, and other
natural characteristics of rivers, streams, and lakes."
6. [1982] 1 NZLR 319, 322 and 324

Given this

significant change

in focus one

must adopt

some caution in

seeking to apply

pre RMA case

law to the new

regime5
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FIRST COME FIRST
SERVED

The default position under

the RMA is that consent

applications are allocated

on a first come first served basis

(Fleetwing Farms Ltd v

Marlborough District Council

[1997] NZRMA 385 (CA)7 ).

This principle will apply in the

absence of a National Policy

Statement or regional plan

guidance to the contrary.

The first come first served

principle is qualified by the

following:

(a) Sustainable management

and Part II principles

require sufficient water

for "in stream" values; 

(b) Provision must also be

made for the reasonably

foreseeable needs of

future generations;

(c) Section 7(b) ("the efficient

use and development of

natural and physical

resources") allows

inefficient or perhaps less

efficient takes/uses to be

declined or restricted;

(d) Water conservation

orders limit the ability of

regional councils to

grant some types of

consent8; 

(e) National or regional

plans or policy

statements (which may

provide for different

priorities);

(f) Upstream consent

holders have a practical

priority over downstream

users or applicants; 

(g) The environmental

effects of new proposals

on existing users must be

considered.  

PART II AND WATER
ALLOCATION

As discussed in the Kakanui

Flows case9, the Court and

regional councils are still

required to carry out a balancing test.

However, the balancing test under the

RMA is different, as it involves

balancing the various matters in Part

II in meeting the purpose of the RMA.

Whilst, "multiple use" is not explicitly

a purpose of the Act, that concept is

still implicit in section 5 and section

7(b).

"Sustainable management" is defined

in section 5(2) of the RMA as

meaning10 :

"… managing the use,

development, and

protection of natural and

physical resources in a

way, or at a rate, which

enables people and

communities to provide for

their social, economic, and

cultural wellbeing and for

their health and safety

while -

(a) Sustaining the potential of

natural and physical

resources (excluding

minerals) to meet the

reasonably foreseeable

needs of future generations;

and

(b) Safeguarding the life-

supporting capacity of air,

water, soil and ecosystems;

and

(c) Avoiding, remedying, or

mitigating any adverse

effects of activities on the

environment."

The focus is on managing resources

in a particular way.  The phrase "use,

development and protection" in

section 5(2) of the RMA confirms that

use and development are part of

7. The Court in Fleetwing discussed the options for allocation:
"These statutory provisions and others indicate that the legislature when regulating competing applications for scarce resources might among other things:
(1)provide for a comparative assessment of the competing applications; 
(2)provide for purchase of the entitlement say by tender; 
(3)provide for a proportional allocation, based, for instance on the applicants' history in the activity; 
(4)provide for allocation by lot;
(5)proceed on a first come first served basis.
It noted however, that the RMA does not provide for any of these.
The legislature may also require a qualitative element (eg of personal and financial integrity).  The Marine Farming Act 1971 provided for (1) or (4) at the option
of the controlling authority.  Certain permits under the Crown Minerals Act 1991 can be allocated by tender. Proportional allocation is provided for in the quota
management system in the Fisheries Acts 1983 and 1996.  On our reading of the Resource Management Act Parliament has used the final approach of first
come first served." (emphasis added)
8. See section 217 of the RMA.
9. Fish and Game New Zealand (Central South Island Region) v Otago Regional Council, C79/2002, 2 July 2002 (the "Kakanui  flows case").  This case is discussed
further in relation to minimum flows.
10. This meaning was addressed in Marlborough District Council v Southern Ocean Seafoods Ltd [1995] NZRMA 220, 227 (in the context of marine farming),
where the Court stated that sustainability: "places the emphasis on ensuring that resources are not used up at a rate greater than their recuperative properties allow.
The overriding intention of the legislation is to ensure that successive generations husband the available resources and pass them onto the next in no lesser state than
was available to the donor generation.  If the resource consent sought will not result in the resource enduring, or failing or giving way then the proposed activity is
contrary to s5."
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sustainable management rather than

protection alone.  None of these three

matters is given priority.  Accordingly,

sustainable management of water

involves both the way water is used

and the rate at which it is used or

abstracted.  "Use, development and

protection" are to be carried out in a

manner which enables people and

communities to provide for their

social, economic, and cultural

wellbeing and health and safety, while

at the same time the requirements of

section 5(2)(a)-(c) must also be met.

Essentially, it seems to me that

multiple use of water is very much at

the heart of all that. The difference is

that now the imperatives of  section

5(2) and the principles in section 6, 7

and 8 provide some significant

qualifications on the concept of

multiple use.

The section 5(2)(a) requirement to

sustain "the potential of natural and

physical resources ... to meet the

reasonably foreseeable needs of future

generations..." puts some onus on

managers (including the Courts) to

ensure water resources are not

allocated for such a volume, rate or

term, so as to preclude reasonably

foreseeable future needs (both in

stream and out of stream). 

This requirement may potentially

provide some assistance in

determining priority between

competing abstractive uses. Section

5 in effect requires that when

granting long term consents for

water, the reasonably foreseeable

needs for future in stream use and

for future abstractive uses have to be

weighed11.   For example, a long

term consent for irrigation or for

hydro diversion, may preclude the

use of that water for reasonably

foreseeable downstream irrigation or

potentially for in stream values.

Over allocation will not meet the

foreseeable needs of in stream users

or existing productive users. 

The requirement to sustain the

potential of resources to meet the

needs of future generations has been

interpreted to mean that it is

necessary to ensure that resources

are not allocated in such a manner

so as to preclude reasonably

foreseeable future needs being met

(Trio Holdings Ltd v Marlborough

District Council [1997] 1 NZRMA 97,

112). 

It is of note however, that section 5

refers to reasonably foreseeable

needs.  There is a difference between

reasonably foreseeable needs and

commercial preferences (whether

agricultural or energy driven). Just

as there is a difference between

viability and profitability when it

comes to considering effects. In my

view the latter are not effects which

should re given much weight.

As yet, there is little guidance as to

how consent authorities and the

Courts will deal with the issue of

reasonably foreseeable future needs

and demands for productive use of

water (there are of course examples

of provision for future in stream

needs).  The debate over foreseeable

future needs, will be particularly

vigorous in situations where there is

a defined application for long term

consents (eg. Project Aqua)

competing with future demands

which have not yet reached a

hearing (later applications or

potential future applications for

irrigation). The issue will also come

into sharp focus in situations where

long term consents have already

been granted to one party without

any provision for the  future needs of

others. This will be particularly the

case if (as is argued by Meridian) the

grant of a consent to it precludes the

grant of consents to anyone else

upstream of any of its stations.

Should first come first served apply or

should reservation have been made or

be made for those future needs?  Is it

sustainable to grant all of a resource to

one user?

There is nothing new in all this.  In

Stanley v South Canterbury Catchment

Board12,  after citing provisions of the

WSC Act, the Appeal Board stated:

"Having regard to the foregoing,

the Board is of the opinion that

when granting the right to take

water from a river or stream the

grant should be in such a form

that provision is reserved for the

reasonable needs of those already

entitled to take water from points

lower down the river or stream

from the proposed point of

taking; and that due regard

should be given to such future

demands upon the water of that

river or stream as are reasonably

foreseeable."

Indeed, I suspect that those who

were involved in drafting section 5

11.In Hawken v Northland Regional Water Board (1983) 9 NZPTA 181,  the water board refused to grant a water permit for the future irrigation of Kiwifruit vines
once they had come into production.  Instead the water permit was limited to the amount of water needed to irrigate a shelter-belt.  In doing so the water board
took into account foreseeable future claims to water from the same source, including by existing users.  The Board noted that to do otherwise would encourage
premature applications as a defensive technique (at 187-188).  
12. (1971) 4 NZTPA 63 at 67.
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of the RMA may have borrowed

from that landmark decision. With

respect, it is less clear whether those

who granted (early) replacement

consents to Meridian in 1991 under

the previous legislation, took into

account reasonably foreseeable

future demands.  (The very

demands which the Minister has just

called in). To be fair however, not all

of the current demands would have

been reasonably foreseeable.

Alternatively, it may have been that

the decision makers believed that

the grant of 35 year consents to

Meridian to use of the resource,

would not preclude the grant of

consents to those upstream of

Meridian.  As discussed below, the

grant of a water permit is not a

guarantee that the quantity of water

specified in the grant will continue

to be available to the consent holder.

Nor in my view, is it a guarantee that

consents will not be granted to

others which will reduce the amount

or reliability of water available to the

downstream consent holder.

It may be that the decision makers in

1991 thought that this lack of any

legal priority, was sufficient

protection for future applicants.

That is, that the effects of new

upstream applications could be

considered on their merits, with

Meridian sufficiently protected by its

right to object.  Whilst their

intentions are now irrelevant, I

doubt that they thought that they

were fully allocating the resource to

one party for 35 years.

EFFICIENCY AND
NECESSITY OF END USE

Section 7(b) requires

regional councils to have

particular regard to "the

efficient use and development of

natural and physical resources".  At

first sight this would appear to be

useful in making allocation

decisions.

The broad aspects of economics are

relevant to considerations under

section 7(b), rather than the narrow

considerations of financial viability

or the profitability of a venture13.

In Marlborough Ridge Ltd v

Marlborough District Council [1998]

NZRMA 73 the Court noted that all

aspects of efficiency are "economic"

by definition because economics is

about the use of resources

generally.  The Court suggested that

Parliament intended the advantages

of "efficient use" to be considered.  

Inefficient, or perhaps less efficient,

proposals may not be favoured,

even though they may be first in

time.  Section 7(b) requires consent

authorities to have particular regard

to efficiency.  It is not  a standard or

a baseline requirement.  Nor does it

necessarily require that a proposal

be the most or even a more efficient

use of resources.  Furthermore,

efficient use is not a matter of

national importance (as set out in

section 6 of the RMA) and is not

part of the purpose of the Act.

The concept of efficiency is however

the only guide in the RMA, to the

issue of allocation between

competing productive use of public

goods.  There has been little focus

on this issue to date, presumably

because the first gold rush (green

lipped gold?) involves competition

between identical or similar uses of

the same resource. 

In my view section 7 does at the very

least, provide justification for

declining consent for wasteful or

obviously inefficient uses of water

(unless perhaps such use has no

adverse effects and there are no

foreseeable competing uses during

the term of the consent).  Efficiency

issues may also extend to the

efficiency of the end use of water or

indeed the question of whether the

water is needed for the purpose

sought.  The High Court decision on

the Clyde Dam (Gilmore v NWSCA

(1982) 8 NZTPA 298, 304) is

authority that a consent authority or

Court is entitled to consider the end

use of water in appropriate cases

where that is relevant14.   In that

instance, the Planning Tribunal15

ultimately found that because it was

by no means clear that the proposed

Aromoana smelter would be built,

the need for generation and

therefore water had not been

established and accordingly declined

consent for a high dam at Clyde.

The Government of the day

overrode that decision, but the

principle remains that the necessity

of the end use of a resource is

relevant.  I suggest that the efficiency

of the end use must also be relevant.

13. New Zealand Rail Ltd v Marlborough District Council [1994] NZRMA 70 (HC).
14. In the earlier case of EDS v NWSCA (1976) 6 NZTPA 49, 55 the Town & Country Planning Appeal Board refused to consider the ultimate use of the water
or the question of whether there were better methods of achieving the same end.  However it did say that it was not satisfied that the proposed use was so wasteful
as to warrant refusing the right and had the situation as to residual flows in the river been more critical, it might have looked more closely at the end use.  In
Gilmour, the Court found that the issue of whether or not the water was needed for power for a smelter was relevant (not whether the smelter was an efficient
use of power and therefore water).  The end use of water was considered in Wellington Regional Council (Bulk Water) v Seafresh NZ Ltd (W3/98).  See also Beadle
v Minister of Corrections (A 74/2002, at paragraphs 70-91) as to the relevance of the end use of land in that case.
15. Annan v NWSCA (No. 2) (1982) 8 NZTPA 369.
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The efficiency of the end use was

considered by the Court in D L

Newlove Ltd v Northland Regional

Council16 and in particular whether

the proposed use (border dyke

irrigation) would be as efficient as

sprinkler irrigation.  The Court

considered the end use as part of its

consideration of the availability of

other water sources and the

efficiency of the irrigation system

proposed.  It considered both

matters might have a bearing on the

efficient use of the water, and as an

aspect of sustainable management as

defined in section 5(2).

The Court in Newlove decided

however, that its consideration of

end use should not go as far as

considering the form of farm

management:

"Although consent authorities

are required by section 7(b) to

have particular regard to the

efficient use of natural

resources, that does not

necessarily require that consent

authorities are to be concerned

with the detailed management

of farms for which water is

taken for irrigation."

Efficiency cannot be equated with

"necessity" or the WSC Act test of

most beneficial use.  Nevertheless, a

use which is unnecessary, or which

is wasteful may be declined on the

basis that it is inefficient (or not

sufficiently efficient). 

Nor can efficiency be equated with

profitability.  The dollar value of

the water to competing users is not

the issue.  It is the broader aspects

of economics which are relevant to

efficiency rather than narrow

considerations of financial viability

or profitability17.   Accordingly the

value of a cumec of water to a

generation company as opposed to

say an irrigator is not necessarily a

measure of efficiency18.

Nevertheless, the flow-on

economic benefits of the end use

(whether farm production or

electricity production) may be

relevant in terms of efficiency.

Unfortunately, to date, neither case

law, plans nor national policy have

provided much guidance as to the

extent to which comparative

efficiency is relevant. 

The Courts have considered the

concept of efficiency in terms of at

least three components:

(a) Productive efficiency

(output at a lower cost);

(b) Allocative efficiency

(resources allocated to

production that society

values the most); and

(c) Dynamic or innovative

efficiency (where

technology change is

encouraged and used to

produce productivity

gains)19. 

The Environment Court in

Marlborough Ridge20 accepted

evidence as to the operation of

markets on natural and physical

resources:

"Market forces encourage

efficiency and sustainable

management by encouraging

resources to gravitate to their

most productive use.  In the

absence of adverse

environmental effects that

require avoiding, remedying

or mitigating, the market

should decide which is the

preferred use of land both

now and in the future."

What is not clear, is whether that

suggestion does, or should apply to

the allocation of public resources

such as water and coastal space.  In

my view, the notion that the market

will (or can) efficiently address

allocation issues does not necessarily

apply to water unless perhaps a

water market is set up.  Water is not

currently a market resource, since

there is currently no charge per unit

for its use.  It is a public good

controlled by the Crown and held in

stewardship for the people.  In

contrast, land is a private resource

which is tradable and to which a

permissive presumption applies.  In

any event, even if "the market" could

allocate water efficiently, it certainly

cannot do so equitably, nor can it

weigh national benefits against local

costs and the local benefits of

alternatives.  That will require some

decision making hopefully in the

context of proper planning.

Section 7 requires regard to be had

to the efficiency of use, not to

whether a use is more efficient than

another use.  It does not necessarily

16. A01/95, 27 April 1994.
17. NZ Rail Ltd v Marlborough DC [1994] NZRMA 70.
18. However, the Environment Court in Marlborough Ridge Ltd v Marlborough District Council [1998] NZRMA 73 stated that it had some doubts about whether
it is impermissible or irrelevant to have regard to the benefits of a proposal for its promoter.
19. The Environment Court in Marlborough Ridge Ltd v Marlborough District Council [1998] NZRMA 73, 86 commented that "... economics is about the use of
resources generally ... then resource management can be seen as a subject of economics.  Bearing that in mind will prevent debates as to whether the use of the word
"efficiency" in the RMA is about "economic" efficiencies or some other kind.  All aspects of efficiency are "economic" by definition".
20. Supra at pages 91, 92.
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involve any assessment of the

relative efficiency of one use as

against possible alternative uses.

There are a number of decisions to

the effect, that consent authorities

do not need to consider the relative

efficiency of a proposed use of a

resource, compared with other

possible uses of the same resource21.

This appears to be based on an

assumption, that provided that the

use proposed is not inefficient, there

is no need to compare efficiency

against possible alternative uses

which are not the subject of the

application. 

That approach also reflects a more

general principle that applications

must be considered on their own

merits, not considered against other

often speculative alternatives22.

Furthermore, unless significant

adverse effects are involved, there is

no obligation on an applicant for a

water permit to demonstrate

adequate consideration of

alternatives to a proposed take or

use of water.  Nor is an AEE or a

consent authority required to

consider the efficiency of possible

alternatives.  (A contrast can be

drawn with applications for

discharge permits, where the

availability of alternatives is a

mandatory consideration).23

Again, there is room for debate as to

whether this approach to relative

efficiency, is appropriate in the case

of public resources such as water,

and coastal marine space.  Whilst

the Act may not require private land

owners to demonstrate that a

proposed (discretionary) use of their

land is more efficient or more

valuable than alternative

(discretionary) uses, that

comparative approach may be

appropriate in the case of intended

private use of a public resource,

especially in water short areas where

there are no plans or where plans

have not addressed allocation

between different types of

productive use.24 It remains to be

seen whether the Courts (or the

Waitaki Board of Inquiry)25  will

compare the efficiency of two or

more competing potential uses of

the same water, in situations where

there is not enough for all.

Issues also arise as to whether a

consent authority may, or should

compare the efficiency of a proposal

which is before it, against the

efficiency of reasonably foreseeable

competing demands, which are not

yet before it.  This issue appears to

lie at the heart of the proposed

Waitaki allocation plan proposal.

That mechanism is seen as a way of

addressing that issue, which for the

reasons outlined above, probably

cannot be addressed via the consent

process. In contrast section 32,

requires a comparison of the

efficiency of alternatives.

In my view, section 7 can

potentially go some way to

redressing the "inefficiencies" caused

by the first come first served

principle.  That is, where there are

two competing uses, the more

efficient might be favoured, even

though not first in time.  However,

that may only be feasible when

competing proposals have advanced

to the point where they can be

compared, or where they can be

compared via the section 32 process.

THE RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT
(ENERGY AND CLIMATE
CHANGE) AMENDMENT
BILL

For the sake of completeness,

I note that this Bill would

add in a new section

7(ba)(i) and (j) requiring particular

regard to also be had to:

"(ba) the efficient use of

energy from minerals and

other sources of energy

…..(which includes hydro

energy).

(i) the effects of climate

change.

(j) the benefits to be derived

from the use and

development of renewable

energy."

If passed, that provision will provide

some limited priority towards use of

water resources for hydro

generation.  It remains to be seen

21. See Swindley v Waipa District Council (A75/94, 27 September 1994) which suggests that discretionary land uses have been deemed to be efficient by the
Council.  See the comments in Carter Holt Harvey Forests Ltd v Tasman District Council (W7/98, 4 March 1998) regarding the view that the community may in
future see forestry as the most productive use of the land. But, until that time all water users should be subject to controls.
22. Competing applications must be considered on their own merits.  Geotherm Group Ltd v Waikato Regional Council (A245/2002).
23. See section 105 of the RMA.
24. Land uses can be restricted when they impact on water yield, and the competing demand for that - particularly where the community has not indicated a
preference for a particular end use being the most efficient.  This was recognised in Carter Holt Harvey Forests Limited v Tasman District Council (W7/98, 4 March
1998) and Wratten v Tasman District Council (W8/98, 17 March 1998) which concerned the control of the establishment of tall vegetation cover (such as pine
forests) to protect surface and groundwater resources in the Moutere area – particularly the competing uses of rainwater by upstream land owners (foresters) and
downstream irrigators, once the water had entered the river. 
25. There would appear to be more scope for comparative efficiency arguments in the context of an allocation plan, based on section 32, than in the consent
process.
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how paragraphs (b) and (ba) will

interact in circumstances where

competing non-generation uses of

water such as irrigation are also

regarded as efficient (and perhaps

increasingly so given "the effects of

climate change").

THE ROLE OF
REGIONAL PLANNING

As Professor Skelton

recently pointed out, the

consent process "... is not

and never was intended to be a

resource allocation process.  It is

designed to deal with specific

proposals on a case-by-case base.  It

is when the planning instruments are

not in place that problems arise. ...

The debate about water allocation in

the Waitaki should have occurred

many years ago in the established

RMA process".26

I agree with those sentiments.

That is why a plan is now urgently

needed.  Unfortunately,

Environment Canterbury's run has

come a little late on that, hence

the need for the Minister's

intervention.  (The ECan plan

provisions for the Waitaki have

not yet been notified and the draft

does not adequately deal with the

key issues which now arise).

Clearly, regional policy statements

and plans may (and in my view

should) qualify the first come first

served principle.  They may have

objectives, policies or rules which

require the consent authority to

consider other potential uses of

water and their relative merits to

be assessed.  They may also

include criteria for identifying and

assessing those merits.  As a

minimum, policies could require

applicants to establish a

"reasonable need" for the volume

and rate of water they seek and to

demonstrate that the proposed use

is not inefficient.  

Some plans differentiate between

"A permits" for existing consent

holders and "B permits" for new

comers with more stringent

controls on the latter, during

periods of water shortage (what is

now rather belatedly being

promoted by ECan for the

Rangitata).  Policy may also give

priority to existing consents.  The

Canterbury Regional Policy

Statement, for example, provides

that:

"Where a water flow, level or

allocation regime for a water

body has not been specified, the

granting of a permit for the

taking, use, damming or

diversion of water should not

preclude the reasonable

exercise of an existing

resource consent to take, use,

dam or divert water; except with

the agreement of the holder of

that existing consent."

That policy clearly requires the

Regional Council to be cautious

before granting rights!which

would "preclude the reasonable

exercise of an existing resource

consent". It is already a subject of

debate what the emphasised

words mean in the context of

Meridian's existing consents

(which allow it to dam and control

the storage lakes and to use most

if not all surface water between the

outlet of Lake Tekapo and Kurow).

What it clearly does not mean, is

that new consents must not have

any effect on existing consent

holders. 

Whilst plans may contain

objectives and policies about

allocation between competing

productive uses, it is less clear

whether regional councils may

define allocations through rules in

a plan.  The Act certainly allows

for the setting of minimum flows

and levels, however that is usually

for the purpose of maintaining in-

stream values. In the absence of

plan provisions, it is consent

conditions which will need to

make reasonable provision for

future upstream and downstream

needs, particularly in the case of

long term consents such as those

held and sought by Meridian. It is

no longer acceptable (if it ever

was) to grant a consent on the

basis that it precludes almost all

future use of the resource by

others.  (Interestingly, the Order

in Council upon which the

Waitaki Scheme was based did

make specific provision for future

allocation to irrigation).

It is also far from clear whether

rules can provide for a volume of

water to be allocated to some

future use in favour of preceding

"first in" consents or applications.

Whilst there is case law that a

subsequent minimum flow/level is

allowed to detract from the rights

of existing users27, that is very

different from the proposition,

that a plan can allocate some of

26. Project Aqua reveals flaws in regional planning: Peter Skelton NBQ 19/9/63.
27. Electricity Corporation of New Zealand v Manawatu-Wanganui Regional Council, W70/90 29 October 1990.
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the water available to existing

users under their consents to

other parties.

CAN A (BELATED)
ALLOCATION PLAN
HELP IN THE WAITAKI?

The Government has

announced its intention to

set up a Board of Inquiry

into Waitaki allocation issues, with

the intention of the Board making

preliminary allocation decisions

which will then bind the consent

authority, but which will not

guarantee the grant of consents. (As

at the date of writing, the terms of

reference have not been announced).

It is unclear whether the Board's

decisions will be embodied as policies

and/or rules within a regional plan or

in some hybrid document with the

same effect.  I assume however, that

section 32 will apply to the officer

reports to the Board and to the

Board's decisions.  That will at least

enable the efficiency and the national,

regional and local costs and benefits

of alternatives to be weighed, before

the first in first served consent

process eclipses such considerations.

The Board will be particularly tasked

with deciding allocation between

competing irrigation applicants and

between irrigation and hydro

generation (Meridian's existing

generation and its proposed Project

Aqua)28.  The applications which have

been called in, range from those which

have been notified, to those which are

little more than a gleam in a sheep

farmer’s eye.  Some of the applications

are for takes upstream of some or all of

Meridian’s power stations. Some are for

takes downstream of Meridian's

existing facilities but upstream of the

proposed Project Aqua diversion, and

others are downstream of that.

The government's initiative appears to

be motivated by concerns including

the following:

� the fact that there is clearly

insufficient water to go around;

� the fact that any takes upstream of

Kurow will affect Meridian's

generation capacity to some

degree and will have cumulative

effects on that;

� the fact that Project Aqua will

preclude or limit alternative

irrigation options downstream of

Kurow;

� the lack of any allocation plan for

the catchment;

� the inability of the current first

come first served consent process

to adequately take into account

future needs (eg later applicants or

potential future applicants);

� the perceived inability of the

consent process to properly weigh

national and local costs and

benefits;

� uncertainty regarding the extent to

which the effects of upstream

proposals on Meridian's existing

activities should be taken into

account;

� a concern that the consent process

cannot deal properly with the

cumulative effects (on Meridian)

of many small applications to take

and use water;

� a fear that national security of

supply issues will be affected by

irrigation and may not be

adequately addressed by the

consent process.

These concerns are understandable.

First come first served has little to

do with fairness or efficiency.  Nor

does the consent process deal well

with issues of national versus

regional or local benefit.  As

outlined above by Professor Skelton

the consent process was never

intended to be the mechanism to

sort out allocation issues.  There is

little guidance in regional planning

documents and none in national

policy statements.  Furthermore,

whilst the extent of Meridian's

consents is now clear29,  the

relationship between those

consents and applications by others

still has a very high turbidity value.

I do not however share the view of

some, that the consent process can

not deal adequately with security of

supply issues or cumulative effects.

I do agree that at some point a line

in the water will need to be drawn.

The consent process can in my view

do that, but will do it on a first

come first served basis.  The

difficult issue is where to draw the

line. Understandably, Meridian

draws the line at no effect on its

profitability.  (In its view, all

upstream applicants are

latecomers.)  I suggest however,

that the line is better drawn on the

basis of the "most efficient" or

(using WSCA parlance) "most

28. The author acts for one of the Waitaki irrigation applicants.
29. Re application by Meridian Energy Ltd C125/2003.
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beneficial" use of water, taking into

account both national and local,

present and future needs.

In my view, an allocation plan prior

to consent decisions is highly

desirable.  Put simply, if Meridian's

views regarding the nature of its

rights prevail, (see below) there is

nothing more to allocate upstream of

Kurow.  Alternatively, if some

provision is to be made for irrigation

downstream and/or upstream, then

the Aqua consents (if granted) will

need to reflect that.  These and other

fundamental issues need to be sorted

out through the planning process

with the guidance of section 32,

rather than being left to inevitable

appeals over consents.

The Board and those who will report

to it, have a huge task to be carried

out in a very short (unrealistic?)

timeframe.  What Judge Jackson has

recently made clear, is that there is a

critical preliminary issue to be

determined.  (Is there anything to

allocate upstream of Kurow?)  A recent

ECan decision reinforces that.  In

this context, it is useful to review

those decisions and the law as it

currently stands.

WATER PERMITS AND
PRIORITIES

Awater permit confers a

right to take, use, dam,

and/or divert water

subject to the availability of that

water.  It does not confer

ownership of the water or

guarantee its availability.30 Nor

does it necessarily affect the

ability of the regional council to

grant "upstream" takes (or other

takes from the same lake or

aquifer) which would affect the

downstream user.31 The

environmental effects of a

proposed upstream or upgradient

take on existing users is, of

course, a matter to be considered

alongside other relevant matters

and "subject to Part II."

PRIORITY FOR
EXISTING CONSENT
HOLDERS?

A water permit does not give any

guarantee to the consent holder,

however in practice a prior consent

holder may obtain an advantage over

subsequent downstream (or down

aquifer) applicants, as there may be

less water available.32 In addition, a

consideration of the effects of a new

proposal on the existing consent

holder, may in some cases make it

more difficult for newcomers to

obtain consent.  

In its recent submissions on an

application by a farmer to take a

small amount of ground water

from the Waitaki catchment

(upstream of its stations),

Meridian's legal counsel advanced

a proposition as follows:

"The RMA operates on a "first

come first served" basis in

relation to the grant of

consents of finite resources.

The granting of prior rights

to Meridian to take and use

the water in the Waitaki

for electricity generation

precludes the grant of later

consents to an up-stream

user for the taking of the

same water.

Various decisions of the

Courts have confirmed that a

later consent cannot erode

a consent granted earlier in

time.  The granting of consent

to an up-stream user thereby

reducing the amount of water

available to a down-stream

user amounts to an erosion of

the earlier consent."33

That submission in effect was

largely accepted by the

Commissioners who stated as

follows:

"The amount of water sought

by the Applicant is small in

the context of the very large

water resource of the Waitaki

Basin, and granting this

application would erode

Meridian's rights if only to a

minor degree.  However, while

Meridian may not at any

given point in time be fully

exercising its consents

Meridian has a right under

those consents which it should

be able to fully exercise and

should not be deprecated

by any subsequent grant of

consent."34

If Meridian is correct in its argument

(and the Urquhart Commissioners

30. Auckland Acclimatisation Society v sutton (M583/83, 25 September 1984).
31. Napier City Council v Hawkes Bay Catchment Board (1978) 6 NZTPA 426
32.In Auckland Acclimatisation Society v Sutton (M583/83, 25 September 1984) the High Court held that the WSC Act did give a practical priority to a consent

holder over others who might apply for similar rights in the future: 
"In the absence of any comprehensive water management plan, it is a necessary consequence of the statutory arrangement that a grant to one person may deny
the expectation of a subsequent grant to another applicant."

33. R  Submissions on behalf of Meridian to an application by Urquhart.
34. From Environment Canterbury's decision on Urquhart application – October 2003.
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are correct in their interpretation of

the law), then there is no purpose

in any person upstream of any of

Meridian's stations, (ie. upstream of

Kurow) seeking consents to take or

divert water from the Waitaki

system.  Nor would there be any

water for the Board of Inquiry to

allocate upstream of Kurow In

effect, Meridian’s argument is that

because it has a right to use all of

the water in the river, the resource

is fully allocated.  However that

submission in effect treats a water

permit as a guarantee that the

water will be available and that no

one else will be granted consents

which will in any way make its

rights less valuable.

To support this proposition

counsel referred to the High Court

decision in Dart River Safaris

Limited v Kemp:

"DRSL has legal rights by virtue

of its resource consent.  I do not

accept that such rights may be

depreciated because they are not

founded in land law.  They

remain rights which may not

be denied or eroded by

imposition of a condition on

another persons resource

consent."35

That case was however dealing

with a rather different issue, which

was whether conditions on one

person's consent could affect

conditions on consents granted to

another person.  (The case

concerned commercial jet boating.)

In my view that decision does not

provide much,  if any support for

Meridian's proposition.  It is

however, authority for the more

limited proposition, that any future

consents to take and use water

cannot interfere with how Meridian

operates under its existing

conditions.  For example, Meridian

cannot be compelled indirectly via

a subsequent consent, to spill or

store water so as to make it

available for others.

Meridian also sought to rely on an

Environment Court decision in

Carter Holt Harvey Forest Ltd v

Tasman District Council:

"A person who is subjected to

obtaining a water right to take

water from under the land has a

reasonable expectation that the

Council will not destroy the

expectation of security the

water right provides by allowing

activities that significantly

compromise the source of

supply." (emphasis added).36

That case was concerned with

whether land use plan provisions

could protect security of supply for

downstream water users, by

requiring consent for upstream

forestry.  The Court held that they

could.  The plan was concerned

with situations where upstream

forestry had the potential to

significantly affect the ability of

downstream existing users to

access water.  It was concerned

with security of supply and

viability rather than profitability. 

I suggest that the correct position,

is that environmental effects on

existing users is a relevant but not

determinative matter.  Certainly

issues of "security of supply"

reliability and "viability" of

Meridian's existing operations will

be highly relevant in terms of the

proposed upstream takes.

However, that is rather different

from a suggestion that Meridian

has a right of veto, or even that

effects on its profitability should be

given any, or any great weight.  Put

simply, Meridian has a right to

store and to use all the water if it is

there.  It does not in my view have

a right to preclude others from

taking it from the storage lakes or

the river or from groundwater.

Sadly, the claim that it does, has

simply served to aggravate farming

and community interests.  It has

deflected attention away from the

real issue which is: What is the best

use of the resource? (Does the term

most beneficial use ring a bell?)

There is some very recent (albeit

obiter) support for the view that

35. [2000] NZRMA 40, 447.
36. (1998) 4 ELRNZ 93.

There is some

very recent

(albeit obiter)

support for the

view that

Meridian is (or at

least was) rather

overstating its

position
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Meridian is (or at least was) rather

overstating its position.  In his

decision on the recent declaration

regarding Meridian's existing

consents for the Waitaki, Judge

Jackson made the following

(obiter) observations:

"... there is a large difference

between the following two

propositions:

(a) that the water permits

entitle Meridian as a matter

of law to all water in the

Waitaki catchment (subject

to existing water permits to

third parties) above the

tailrace of Lake Waitaki;

and

(b) that Meridian is entitled to

oppose each and every fresh

application for a water permit

(to take, presumably) in the

Waitaki catchment and the

CRC is obliged to take that

submission and the Meridian

water permits (amongst

others) into account in

deciding whether to grant

more.

As I read the declaration sought,

Meridian is not seeking to claim

(1) is correct, which seems to be

the fresh applicants' and possibly

the territorial authorities' concern.

In any event proposition (1) is

most likely to be wrong. In

contrast, proposition (2) may well

be correct.  The Court and the

Planning Tribunal before it under

the WSCA, has long reminded

authorities or been concerned not

to over-allocate water resources:

Jordan v Marlborough Water

Board; Carter Holt Harvey Forests

Ltd v Tasman District Council and

Contact Energy Ltd v Waikato

Regional Council."37

IS THERE ANY WATER
LEFT TO ALLOCATE?

Iagree with his Honour's views

on each proposition.  With

respect, however, he put his toes

into more turbid water with the

following (obiter) comments: 

"When the extent (especially

geographically and

volumetrically) of Meridian's

water permits in the Waitaki

catchment are known, the public

– and in particular potential

applicants – may realise that in

many ways those permits

(together with any existing

water permits currently held by

third persons) already

constitute a working allocation

plan for much of the water of

the catchment at least down to

the point downstream of the

Lake Waitaki tailrace. That is

because, as the fresh applicants

have found, any new application

under section 12 of the RMA is

likely to be opposed in a

submission by Meridian in order

to protect the economic (but not

real or personal property) right

constituted by its water permits.

All existing water permits and

their effects are part of the

environment to be considered by

the Regional Councils when

considering any further

application: Contact Energy Ltd v

Waikato Regional Council.  For

that reason I consider I should

make declarations clarifying the

scope of Meridian's water permits.

It may be worth observing, given

current public interest in the

application for consents for what

is known as Project Aqua, that

except for the waters of the

Waitaki River and tributaries

below the Lake Waitaki tailrace, it

is difficult, at first sight, to see

how much scope there is for a

plan carrying out the Regional

Councils' functions under section

30(1)(e) of the RMA – which one

could call a "water allocation

plan" – except to confirm the

water permits referred to below,

together with any existing water

permits held by others, and state

whether there is any spare water

for anyone else in future.  Only if

there is, can further water be

allocated."38

If his Honour is correct, then the only

purpose of the Board of Inquiry will

be to consider allocations

downstream of Kurow and my clients

(who have a notified application to

take water from Tekapo) and the

other applicants upstream of Kurow,

will need to pack their bags and cut

their losses.  Whilst his Honour's

view reflects a tenable argument, with

respect, I do not think that it is the

correct position.

A consent is only a right to use water if

it is there, it is not in my view an

allocation of water upstream of the

consent holder, nor the guarantee of its

availability.  It is an allocation in terms

of potential downstream applicants

because any downstream takes will be

dependent upon what Meridian

releases. By way of example,  Meridian

has a right to dam all of the water in

37. Re application by Meridian Energy Ltd C125/2003, at paragraphs 29, 30.
38. Supra at paragraphs 12, 13.
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Lake Tekapo and then to use such of it

as it arrives downstream at is stations.

That is, it has a consent to use Lake

Tekapo for storage.  Does that mean

that Lake Tekapo and its headwaters

are already fully allocated?  Are those

waters allocated at all?  (Meridian has

consent to dam water and to release it

pretty much as it pleases, but does not

have a consent to use the waters within

the lakes.)  Is a resource "fully

allocated" if any new consent would

decrease (even slightly) the availability

of water to existing consent holders?

These were precisely the issues the

Commissioners considered in the

recent Urquhart application.  They

have just released their decision.39

They like Judge Jackson rejected the

notion that Meridian has a legal right

not to be affected by subsequent

upstream grants, but nevertheless

concluded that the resource is fully

allocated.  They acknowledge that:

"... what effect this application will

have on Meridian's operations, if any,

will be minor.  It certainly will not

preclude Meridian from operating the

Power Stations of the Waitaki Basin in

an integrated way and nor was that

suggested by Meridian."

They accepted that:

"Meridian has no rights to water

in the Tekapo River (below the

dam at the lake outlet) before it

enters Lake Benmore.  We agree

with this as a matter of fact.

Meridian's entitlement to use

water is defined by its resource

consents.  Undoubtedly Meridian

could use most of the water sought

by the Applicant (the exception

being the water that it spills).  It

has after all dammed Lake

Benmore into which the Tekapo

River flows and uses the water in

the dam to generate electricity."

They accepted however that:

"If an application to abstract

water upstream were to be granted

this would reduce flows into Lake

Benmore and in turn erode

Meridian's rights as such consent

would remove water from the

Tekapo River that is otherwise

available for electricity

generation."

They then come to the critical issue:

"But in the absence of any right to

the water in Tekapo River does

that necessarily mean the

upstream water is allocated to

Meridian and that any subsequent

take will erode its consents?"

Their conclusion was "yes":

"... given our finding that the

water has been effectively

allocated under consents issued to

Meridian and others, we have

taken a conservative approach

and accepted that granting the

present application will erode

Meridian's existing resource

consents."

That conclusion is in effect an

acceptance of the proposition that

subsequent upstream consents must

not in any way derogate from

downstream consents (at least where

the existing consent holder has

consent to use all of the available

water at a particular point

downstream.)  With respect, that

equates a right to use (subject to

availability) with a right to preclude

use by others.  It remains to be seen

whether the Courts will adopt the

same view.

WHAT IS THE
RELEVANCE OF EFFECTS
OF PROPOSED USES ON
EXISTING USERS?

Undoubtedly, Meridian is

entitled to oppose

applications to take water

which it could otherwise use.

However, the effects of alternative

proposals upstream or up gradient on

an existing consent holder are by no

39. ECan decision in Urquhart application, October 2003 (application to take from groundwater hydraulically linked to Tekapo River).

The grant of a

water permit is

not a guarantee

that the quantity

of water specified

in the grant will

continue to be

available to the

consent holder
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means determinative.  The Act does

not require special weight to be given

to such effects.

There is authority that existing users

"do not have a right, in priority, to the

use of natural water by virtue of their

geographic location" (Jordan v

Marlborough Regional Water Board

(1982) 9 NZTPA 129, 132).  An

upstream user may have a practical

advantage in obtaining water, by

rendering it unavailable for

downstream abstractors.  This is the

case even if the downstream abstractor

obtained a permit to take water prior to

the upstream abstractor.  There is no

legal protection of the existing user.

As mentioned earlier, the grant of a

water permit is not a guarantee that the

quantity of water specified in the grant

will continue to be available to the

consent holder. The rights of a consent

holder are subject to any subsequent

grants made to other users.40 The

consent holder of course has a right to

object to the grant of further consents

but the RMA does not give effects on

the consent holder any priority over

any other matter (and less priority than

efficiency issues).

The question of effects on existing

users often arises in the context of

proposed groundwater takes.  In

the Jordan decision, the Tribunal

concluded that there was nothing

in the WSCA 1967 "... which

necessitates the maintenance of well

pressure, as opposed to the

availability of natural water itself.

But in allocating water resources, it

may be necessary to have regard to

the rate at which that water should

be drawn off to avoid adverse effects

on others.  We agree with the Board

that the effects must be considered

in any particular case."41

In Contact Energy Ltd v Waikato

Regional Council the Environment

Court, in granting consent to

abstract geothermal fluid,

considered the application of the

permitted baseline to water

permits:

"We refer to the environment on

which the actual and potential

effects of allowing the proposed

abstraction are to be

considered.  We hold that

consideration is to be given to

the effects on the environment

as it actually exists now,

including the effects of past

abstraction of geothermal fluid

from the system, whether by

Contact or anyone else.  In

considering the effects in the

future of allowing the

proposed abstraction, we hold

that we have to consider the

environment as it is likely to

be from time to time, taking

into account further effects of

past abstraction, and effects of

further abstraction authorised

by existing consents held by

Contact or by others."42

As pointed out by Judge Jackson in

the recent Meridian decision, the

Contact and Jordan cases leave no

room to argue that the effects on

existing users are not relevant.

However, they do not resolve the

issue of "how relevant?" Clearly,

effects on viability and national

security of supply during dry years

will be highly relevant.  The real

issue which arises in the case of

applicants upstream of existing

hydro generation, relates to the

weight to be given to effects on

generation capacity and

profitability as opposed to viability

and security of electricity supply.

That is another critical issue the

Board of Inquiry will need to

determine.

If a new proposal would affect the

viability of an existing consent

holder's operation or render water

unavailable to that person at some

times, or affect national or regional

security of electricity supply, those

will undoubtedly be matters

deserving of considerable weight.

It is debatable however, whether a

consent authority should, or even

may, be concerned with effects on

profitability or (in the case of

ground water) the costs of

abstraction.

40. Napier City Council v Hawkes Bay Catchment Board (1978) 6 NZTPA 426, 428.
41. Supra at 133.
42. A4/2000, 24 January 2000, at paragraph 38.

Clearly, effects on

viability and

national security

of supply during

dry years will be

highly relevant
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CONCLUSION

� The RMA can deal adequately with

the protection of instream values.

� The RMA does not deal so well with

the allocation of public resources

between  private/productive use.

� The current Waitaki debate brings a

number of issues into sharp focus.

� The Board of Inquiry (and perhaps

the Courts on appeal) will need to

deal with some critical preliminary

issues, including:

� Whether Meridian's consents 

preclude the grant of additional

consents  upstream of Kurow.

� Whether the nature of Meridian's

existing consents mean that the

resource is already fully allocated

upstream of Kurow. 

� Whether provision should be

made for the reasonably

foreseeable needs of others

downstream of the proposed Aqua

diversion (later in time applicants

and potential future applicants).

� The extent to which it can or

should make provision for

proposals which are not yet well

advanced.

� The weight to be given to the

effect of upstream proposals on

Meridian's generation capacity

and profitability (cf viability and

national security of supply).

� The weight to be given to local

costs and benefits versus national

and commercial costs and

benefits.

� The extent to which the Board

should take into account

comparative efficiency arguments

(comparing the efficiency of and

need for alternative uses of water).
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Arguably, the most substantial

amendments to the

Resource Management Act

since its enactment were passed

earlier this year in the form of the

Resource Management Amendment

Act 2003 (RMAA).  Comprising 113

sections and amending/repealing or

adding to even more sections of the

principal Act, the RMAA makes

significant changes to the way in

which the Act is administered and to

the matters of relevance under the

Act.  This article considers the

application of the RMAA to matters

initiated or in some cases completed

prior to the commencement date of

the RMAA provisions.  Apart from the

amendments to the provisions of the

Act dealing with national

environmental standards and

national policy statements, which

commenced on 19 May 2003, the

RMAA provisions came into force on

1 August 2003.

SECTION 112

Section 112 of the RMAA

governs the position regarding

the application of the RMAA to

matters commenced prior to 1

August 2003.  Generally speaking,

this transitional provision directs that

the RMAA provisions will not apply

to the following matters if initiated

prior to the commencement of the

RMAA:

� applications for resource consent

(including for subdivisions) or for

any related matter (including a

change or review of conditions),

including any rights of appeal; 

� requirements given for designations

or heritage orders, including any

rights of appeal; 

� applications made to become a

requiring or heritage protection

authority, including any rights of

appeal; 

� notification of a policy statement,

plan, change or variation, including

any rights of appeal;

� appeals or objections lodged;

� commenced actions for declarations,

enforcement orders or abatement

notices, including any rights of

appeal;

� participatory rights under sections

271A and 274 made in respect of an

appeal or inquiry lodged prior to the

RMAA's commencement.

Perhaps most far reaching of the saving

provisions above is the application of

pre-RMAA provisions to policy

statements or proposed plans

(including plan changes and

variations) notified prior to 1 August

2003.  As (experience has shown) it

can often take several years for

proposed policy statements or plans to

become operative, there will be many

such instruments (particularly

proposed plans) to which the RMAA

provisions will not apply.

Further, in the case of major or hotly

contested proposals for which resource

consent has been sought prior to the

RMAA's commencement, the benefit

or otherwise of the RMAA provisions

will not be available - a situation which

could apply over many years after 1

August 2003 during which such

applications are being contested.

Although section 112 provides an

answer to most transitional matters, it

does not provide for nor clarify the

applicability of the RMAA to some

matters which were finalised (or at least

thought to have been) prior to 1

August 2003.  The two most apparent

areas of potential confusion in this

respect are the lapsing of resource

The Resource Management
Amendment Act 2003  

A potentially lengthy and confusing 
transition from the old to the new.

Daniel Clay, Phillips Fox
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consents and the way in which plans

provide for (or more accurately, fail to

provide for) limited notification of

applications for resource consent.

LAPSING OF RESOURCE
CONSENTS

Section 125 of the principal Act

has been amended by the

RMAA so that, where a

resource consent does not specifically

provide for a lapsing date, it will lapse

after five years from the date of

commencement (unless given effect

to or an application has been made to

extend the lapsing period before the

lapse).  The situation pre-amendment

was that, where a resource consent

did not specifically provide for a

lapsing date, it would lapse after two

years from the date of

commencement (unless given effect

to or an application was made to

extend the lapsing period within

three months after the lapse).  

As may immediately be apparent to

the reader, this difference in the

deemed prima facie lapsing dates has

the potential to cause confusion in

relation to consents which

commenced less than five years ago,

but which lapsed after two years.  The

obvious question raised by this

scenario is whether the once lapsed

consent is miraculously resurrected for

up to three years by virtue of the

amendment to section 125.  Until a

(former) consent holder of such a

consent seeks to rely on section 125 in

its current form to resurrect a lapsed

consent, or further legislative

amendment made to clarify this

matter, the position appears to remain

clouded. 

PROVIDING FOR
LIMITED NOTIFICATION
IN PLANS

As widely discussed, the

RMAA has also introduced

the concept of limited

notification (where only affected

parties, and not the public in general,

are notified and may contest an

application for consent).  Whilst

section 112 clarifies that an

application for resource consent

made prior to August 2003 will not

be subject to the limited notification

provisions, it does not deal with the

way in which existing operative plans

and proposed plans notified prior to

the RMAA apply or should be

deemed to apply to this matter.  This

is relevant to the application or

otherwise of limited (cf. full)

notification as, in some cases,

whether applications will be notified

in the limited sense will be

determined by what the relevant plan

says in this respect. 

Despite the fact that an application is

for a controlled activity, in which case

limited notification prima facie applies,

section 94D (a new section) directs that

such applications should nevertheless

be publicly notified 'if a rule in a plan

or proposed plan expressly provides

that such an application must be

notified'.  In a similar vein, under

section 94D an application for a

restricted discretionary activity (which

prima facie will be publicly notified)

need not be notified 'if a rule in a plan

or proposed plan expressly provides

that such an application does not need

to be notified'.  Finally, section 94D

provides that where limited

notification is prima facie required,

such notice may be avoided in the case

of controlled or restricted discretionary

activities 'if a rule in a plan or proposed

plan expressly provides that notice of

such applications does not need to be

served'.

In respect of plans notified after 1

August 2003, these plan-based

qualifications to notification

requirements are not an issue.

However, existing plans were

formulated without reference or

knowledge of the option of including

the specific qualifications envisaged by

section 94D.  It is therefore possible

that none of the plan provisions

dealing with notification as it was

governed prior to the RMAA will apply

to section 94D.  The upshot of that

possibility is a potential need for

councils to initiate variations or plan

changes to specifically cover the

matters referred to in section 94D.  In

the meantime, some applications may

be treated other than the way in which

councils may have intended when

formulating their plans.  As with the

apparent confusion regarding the

lapsing of consents, this matter may

need to be resolved by the Courts or by

amendment to the Act to confirm the

applicability or otherwise to section

94D of statements in plans regarding

notification circumstances.

The purpose of this article is to note the

potentially slow transition to the new

regime introduced by the RMAA,

which is likely to be most applicable in

the case of proposed plans, and to note

some apparent conflicts between the

old and the new in the case of lapsed

consents and the way in which plans

deal with notification.  As with all areas

of potential confusion, it is hoped that

the correct approach to these matters is

determined by the Courts or (if

necessary) by legislation as soon as

possible.
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INTRODUCTION

Consultation with Maori has

always been recognised as

a key Treaty of Waitangi

obligation.  But the question of

who must undertake that

consultation in respect of resource

consent applications under the

Resource Management Act 1991

(“RMA”) has been unclear.  

Although early decisions held that

this obligation was solely that of the

consent authority as representative

of the Crown as a Treaty partner,

more recent case-law had held that

applicants are required to undertake

consultation.

The uncertain state of the law on this

issue was clarified late last year by the

High Court in Carter Holt Harvey Ltd

v Te Runanga o Tuwharetoa ki

Kawerau (for simplicity we refer to this

as “CHH”).1 This was an appeal from

an interim Environment Court

decision requiring (amongst other

things) Carter Holt Harvey to consult

with Tuwharetoa and other Maori

groups in relation to any subsequent

application to change the conditions of

the consent.  

This article will review the conflicting

earlier decisions, and summarise the

current state of the law regarding

consultation following the CHH

decision.

DIVERGENCE OF
JUDICIAL OPINION

The relevant case-law reveals a

divergence of judicial

opinion, in which three

distinct views on consultation

obligations are evident:

� Early decisions in 1993 and 1994,

which were clear and firm that

consultation was a Treaty

obligation falling on the consent

authority as the Crown entity, and

not something that the applicant

was required to undertake;

� Decisions in 1995 and 1996,

where the Environment Court

blurred the issue somewhat,

referring to consultation as being

undertaken by the consent

authorities, but with the

involvement and participation of

the applicant; and 

� Later cases in 2000 and 2001,

where the Environment Court

drew support from these cases,

and held that consultation was the

applicant’s obligation.

It was against this background that

the High Court decision in CHH was

heard in late 2002, and re-affirmed

the earlier case-law.

Duty of Consultation with
Maori on Resource

Consent Applications  
James Carnie and Mattew Ockleston, 
Clendon Feeney, Barristers & Solictors

1. [2003] 2 NZLR 349.

James Carnie is a Partner and Matthew Ockleston is an Associate at Clendon Feeney,

Barristers & Solicitors in Auckland.  They have considerable experience in resource

management issues, and this article draws on their recent research.
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EARLY DECISIONS –
CONSULTATION IS THE
CROWN’S OBLIGATION
ALONE

The Crown’s obligation to

consult with its Treaty

partner is derived from the

obligation to act reasonably and in

good faith.  In a passage quoted

with approval in the CHH decision,

Laws NZ describes the obligation as

being:

“formulated as part of the obligation

for Treaty partners to work in good

faith in their dealings with each

other.  Therefore, the Crown has a

duty, when acting within its sphere,

to make an informed decision; that is,

a decision which is sufficiently

informed as to the relevant facts and

law to be able to say that it has had

proper regard to the impact of the

principles of the Treaty.  The

[Waitangi] Tribunal has also dealt

with the issue of consultation under

the Resource Management Act as a

Treaty principle.” 2

In the context of the RMA, the

Crown’s obligations fall on the local

government entities who act as

consent authorities.  In examining

this issue, the Courts initially took a

firm and clear position on

consultation with Maori:

� The High Court held in

Quarantine Wastes (NZ) Ltd v

Waste Resources Ltd that “it should

be emphasised that the statutory

and Treaty obligation of

consultation is that of the

‘consent authority’ – as the local

Government agency – not that of

the applicant.”3 The Court

expressed “very real qualms

about a second hand

consultation, with a local

authority leaving it to an

applicant to consult with local

Maori interests.  The potential

for distortion by an applicant of

their views is obvious.”

� Shortly afterwards, the

Environment Court adopted the

same position in

Whakarewarewa Village

Charitable Trust v Rotorua DC,

holding that the Council’s action

in holding a pre-hearing

meeting with Maori “met the

council's obligation under the

principles of consultation

implicit in the Treaty … it is not

envisaged that this duty is that of

the applicant – for the reasons

given by the Court in

Quarantine.  It is the

responsibility of the council

officers of the local authority.”4

Given that the obligation of

consultation is derived from a

Treaty principle, it is very clear

that only the Crown, acting

through the consent authorities,

are obliged to carry out that

obligation.  An applicant may wish

to do so voluntarily as a matter of

good practice or to maintain good

relations with Maori, but as a

contractual stranger to the Treaty,

cannot be fixed with the

obligation to do so.  That

obligation properly belongs to the

Crown as a Treaty partner.

MIDDLE DECISIONS –
THE APPLICANT
SHOULD BE INVOLVED
IN CONSULTATION

Following these early

decisions, several

Environment Court

decisions confused matters

somewhat, by referring to the

involvement of the applicant in the

consultation process.

� In Purnell v Waikato RC,5 the

Environment Court issued a

Minute that “the Regional

Council’s planning witness should

be invited to undertake

consultation with Ngati Paoa, with

the applicant by its representative

or representatives participating in

the consultation as well.”

� Similarly, in Berkett v Minister of

Local Government,6 the Court

held that “in the special

circumstances of the case, we

consider that it would be

reasonable, and indeed

appropriate, that a suitably

qualified person be engaged on the

Minister’s behalf to facilitate

consultation with those persons of

Maori origin and those bodies

representative of Maori … The

applicants or their representative

should, of course, be invited to

participate and assist in the

consultation process.” (emphasis

added).  The Court observed that,

although it is not mandatory to do

so, an applicant may need to

undertake consultation in order to

provide a complete Assessment of

Environmental Effects under the

RMA.

2. Laws NZ, “Treaty of Waitangi”, para 75 – cited with approval at para 30 of CHH.
3. [1994] NZRMA 529, Blanchard J.
4. W61/94, 25 July 1994, Judge Kenderdine and Commissioners Rowan & Easdale
5. A85/96, 7 October 1996, Judge Bollard and Commissioners Hackett & Dart.
6. A103/95, 10 November 1995, Judge Bollard and Commissioners Hackett & McIntyre.
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Although both Purnell and Berkett

impose the duty of consultation on

the consent authority, they refer to

the applicant being involved in the

consultation (presumably to provide

assistance and the necessary

information to assist the consent

authority in satisfying its obligations

under the RMA and Treaty

principles) in such a way that

implied more than mere

participation, but active

involvement.  This appears to have

spawned a series of decisions

discussed below in which the

applicant itself was required to

undertake consultation.

LATER DECISIONS –
CONSULTATION IS THE
APPLICANT’S
OBLIGATION

The Purnell and Berkett

decisions were relied upon

by the Environment Court

to support the view, expressed in a

series of later cases, that applicants

were obliged to undertake

consultation with Maori:

• Marlborough Sea Foods Ltd v

Marlborough DC, where the Court

held that “an applicant who fails to

adequately consult at an early

stage runs the risk of being required

to remedy the situation before the

application proceeds.”7

• Kotuku Parks Ltd v Kapiti Coast

DC,8 where the Court held that “in

practice, it is the applicant who will

need to consult with Maori, in cases

where that is appropriate, to avoid

the risk of the application being

postponed.”  The Court did “not

accept that a regional or district

council, acting in its capacity as a

consent authority under the

Resource Management Act to hear

and decide a resource consent

application, itself has a duty to

consult with Maori.”  Instead, its

duty is “to take into account the

consultation principle of the Treaty”

and “be on inquiry that there has

been consultation where that is

appropriate.”

• Ngati Nahu Ki Whangaroa Co-

Operative Society Ltd v Northland

RC,9 where the Court expressly

held that “where exercise of a

resource consent may affect

particular cultural or spiritual

interests of the tangata whenua,

conformity with the principles of

the Treaty of Waitangi calls for an

applicant to consult with tangata

whenua” (emphasis added).

• Winstone Aggregates Ltd v

Franklin DC & Auckland RC,

where the Court similarly

imposed an obligation of

consultation on the applicant.10

This series of case-law cannot be

reconciled with the earlier High

Court decision in Quarantine

Wastes, which had identified that:

• the foundation of the obligation

of consultation arises from the

Treaty of Waitangi;

• there is no basis on which a

private citizen should be required

to carry out the Crown’s

obligations to consult with tangata

whenua; and

• “second hand” consultation by an

applicant, with no involvement by

the local authority, was quite

undesirable.

THE HIGH COURT
DECISION IN CHH

The case-law detailed above

was referred in

submissions to the High

Court, and the Court’s decision

clearly affirms the earlier cases and

rejects the approach taken in the

more recent ones.

Heath J first reviewed the case-law

on Treaty principles at some length,

and concluded: “I emphasise that the

duty to consult arises out of the

relationship of Treaty “partners” – it

is not an obligation cast on individual

or corporate citizens” (para 31).

His Honour then turned to consider

whether a resource consent

applicant has a duty to consult with

Maori.  Although the specific issue

7. [1998] NZRMA 241, Judge Kenderdine and Commissioners Bishop & McIntyre.
8. A73/2000, 13 June 2000, Judge Sheppard and Commissioners Kerr & Kearney.
9. [2001] NZRMA 299, Judge Sheppard and Commissioners Catchpole & Easdale.
10. A80/02, 17  April 2002, Judge Whiting and Commissioners Hackett & Gapes.

the RMA treats

s127 applications

largely as if they

were original

resource consent

applications
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before the High Court was whether

CHH would be obliged to consult

Maori on any application under s

127 RMA to change the conditions

of a resource consent, the decision is

relevant to resource consent

applications in general, because the

RMA treats s 127 applications largely

as if they were original resource

consent applications.

Heath J held that “neither a consent

authority nor the Environment

Court, on appeal, has jurisdiction to

impose a condition requiring

consultation with tangata whenua

interests”, for three reasons, one of

which (para 55(c)) was that:

“the nature of the obligation to

consult with tangata whenua

interests is an obligation which

springs from s 8 of the Act and

the principles of the Treaty of

Waitangi.  The duty to consult is

one which has been formulated

as part of the obligation for

Treaty partners to work in good

faith in their dealings with each

other.  It would be wrong in

principle to impose an obligation

on individual or corporate

citizens to consult with tangata

whenua interests when there is no

other obligation to do so.”

CONCLUSION

The High Court decision in

CHH clarifies the legal

position regarding the duty

of consultation with Maori over

resource consent applications.

Heath J implicitly confirmed the

early decisions of Quaratine Wastes

and Whakarewrewa, recognising

that the duty owes its foundations

to the Treaty of Waitangi and can

therefore only be imposed on the

Crown, as a Treaty partner.

Applicants may still wish to

voluntarily consult with Maori,

which will often be appropriate and,

from a practical perspective, can

expedite the consent process by

assisting the consent authority in

complying with its legal obligation

to consult.  Consultation by

applicants has been recognised as

good practice by the Courts, a

position affirmed in the CHH

decision where Heath J noted at para

55(b) that “responsible holders of

resource consents [or applicants]

will, undoubtedly, consult regularly

with tangata whenua interests, to

ensure efficient despatch of such

applications.” 

As His Honour continues, though,

“while this is good practice, there are

difficulties in elevating the obligation

to consult to the status of a legal

obligation”. Applicants cannot

therefore be required by a consent

authority to consult as a way of

satisfying the authority’s own

obligations.  In fact, given the High

Court’s concerns in Quarantine

Wastes, it would be problematic for

the authority to rely solely on any

such “second hand” consultation.

The clear state of the law following

CHH is that only the Crown,

through the consent authorities, is

legally obliged to consult with Maori

over resource consent applications.
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BACKGROUND

The Auckland Regional

Council (ARC) has, for some

time now, identified that the

way we deliver our consent and

compliance monitoring

responsibilities could be significantly

improved.  This includes increased

integration between consents and

compliance, defining best practices,

establishing responsibilities for

outcomes and putting in place

business improvements.  Coupled

with the results from the Ministry for

the Environment survey of Local

Authorities and the customer

feedback we receive, the ARC has set

about determining a pathway to

success.

The historic structure of the

consent processing and

compliance monitoring function

was based on a split responsibility

between the two functions with

technical officers splitting time

between both these areas as well

as a range of other project and

non-statutory work programmes.

A Consent Services Team provided

administrative support to all

aspects of the consenting process.

Technical officers reported to

technical managers.  Compliance

had no specific home base with

numerous officers from within the

council undertaking the role.  This

resulted in:

� A fragmented responsibility and

accountability for statutory

functions;

� Lack of integration between

consent processing and the

necessary follow on compliance

monitoring;

� A high variation in both consent

processing and compliance

monitoring practices;

� Conflicts which arose on a

regular basis with resource

deployment between statutory

work and other project work;

� No centralised base for driving

business improvement and

consistency for either our

statutory work or areas such as

customer service; and

� Difficulty in determining both a

clear vision for consent

processing and compliance

monitoring as well as actually

achieving such a vision.

It was acknowledged that change was

necessary to ensure delivery of the key

functions that are required.

Faster more efficient processing,

keeping customers informed and

updated, consistent interpretation and

treatment by officers, no surprises and

greater certainty on process, accessible

staff and reasonable costs were all areas

of focus for the development of the

new structure.

NEW CONSENT AND
COMPLIANCE
STRUCTURE

Through a series of internal

workshops and design teams,

as well as customer feedback

via a satisfaction survey, a new

structure has been implemented that

brings together the management

responsibilities of consent processing

and compliance monitoring at the

ARC.

This structure retains the consent

administration functions, but expands

to include three consent coordinators

whose roles are to facilitate the process

Consents and 
Compliance Monitoring

A pathway to “Being the Best”
Graeme Ridley, Manager, Consents/Compliance Monitoring,
Auckland Regional Council
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between customers and specific

technical teams, three new dedicated

processing and compliance officers who

process and monitor a wide range of

resource consents, and the merger of the

existing compliance monitoring team.

In addition, technical officers who work

within separate technical teams (e.g.

Stormwater or Coastal) will continue to

process resource consents.  However,

the outcomes associated with meeting

statutory timeframes and process

consistency will sit with the Consents

and Compliance Team.  As a result,

those technical officers will have duel

reporting; to their direct manager for

technical content of consents (and other

projects), and to the Consents and

Compliance Manager for process

quality and meeting compliance

requirements.

Thus, the new structure provides a

framework to achieve the following key

areas:

� End-to-end accountability;

� Ability to assist and guide

improvements across outcome teams;

� Promotes customer focus;

� Has potential to measure the full

impact of regulatory work on

improving environmental outcomes;

and 

� Can contribute to the development,

monitoring and review of policies and

rules designed to achieve

environmental outcomes.

Early in the teams’ life a strategic

planning exercise was undertaken

where the team looked at a team vision,

key strategic outcomes and priority

setting.  This assisted in determining the

key direction in which we wished to

move and also allowed the 3 key areas

of Customer Driven Service,

Efficient/Effective Processes and Best

Environmental Outcomes to be fully

explored and examined in terms of

specific actions and priorities.

Key strategic outcomes identified

include:

� Effective consent/compliance

management structure;

� Building a strong customer focus and

obtaining customer feedback;

� Effective and efficient consent and

compliance monitoring processes;

and

� Effective measurement processes in

place to ensure assessment of

performance can occur.

I will examine these three areas in

some more detail below but prior to

this it is important to put the task of

consent processing and monitoring

into the context of environmental

management as a whole.  Competing

priorities and values result in

resource users giving differing levels

of emphasis to environmental effects.

Consequently, regulation is required

to ensure that environmental effects

are adequately addressed and

resources are used sustainably.  This

is reflected in the Resource

Management Act 1991.  However, as

regulators, we have a responsibility to

ensure that: (i) policies and rules are

appropriate to the nature and scale of

effects of an activity and; (ii) we

implement those policies and rules as

effectively as possible, both in terms

of environmental outcomes and

customer service.

Therefore, we must ensure that

processes and delivery of services meet

and exceed this culture of efficiency and

cost minimisation.  However, we must

not lose sight of the purpose of the

regulation that we implement.  That is,

to manage the use of resources and

development of the Auckland Region in

an environmentally sustainable way.  As

a result environmental outcomes must

be the integral part of everything we do.

With our knowledge and experience

with consent processing and

compliance we can influence the nature

of the regulation that is promoted.  It is

also noted that a key area within which

we have some more direct influence is

in the reduction of the overall cost of

regulation.  This transpires into areas of

customer focus, policy effectiveness,

process efficiency and achievement of

better environmental outcomes.

In order to “Become the Best” it was

acknowledged that we needed to deliver

on our three key outcome areas:

customer driven service,

efficient/effective processes and best

environmental outcomes.  This concept

is all about having a balanced approach

in all of these three areas and

maximising the achievement of all of

these outcomes.

CUSTOMER FOCUS

Akey method for improving

outcomes is to listen to our

customers, and continually

change our processes to make the

customer experience more satisfying.

Due to the nature of the Resource

Management Act and achieving good

environmental outcomes, we can’t
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always say yes to proposed

developments or activities.  However,

through proactive education, sound

advice, pre-lodgement consultation,

and maximising the certainty of what

the process will be and the likely

outcome, it is hoped that the customer

satisfaction will be improved. 

Our customer focus philosophy

therefore relies on:

� Identifying the customer, including

both internal and external customers;

� Listening to our customers

(informally and through satisfaction

surveys);

� Continually reviewing process to

reflect customer needs;

� Maintaining a proactive stance so that

customer needs can be anticipated;

and

� Maximising certainty for the

customer.

The basic thinking is that if you have

more informed, educated, and thereby

happier customers, you can achieve

better environmental outcomes

because:

� They understand why the process is

needed;

� They have been proactively advised of

how they can design their proposals

to meet our statutory requirements

and ARC guidelines, and thereby

minimise design costs and processing

delays;

� They understand why the conditions

have been imposed, and are therefore

more likely to comply with the

conditions; and

� They have much greater certainty

regarding what is going to happen,

when, and by whom, and what the

outcome will likely be.

EFFICIENT AND
EFFECTIVE PROCESSES

The key to effectively achieving

the required environmental

outcomes and to meet

customer needs is to ensure all our

processes are undertaken as efficiently

as possible.  To do this, we must target

staff and other resources on those key

factors that will provide the greatest

benefit.  Prioritising consents and

compliance monitoring based on

potential impacts of activities, is a risk-

based approach to achieve such

efficiencies.  This means focusing the

right amount of energy and resource

according to the risk and complexity of

the work.

The philosophy adopted to achieve

efficient and effective processes is based

on the following:

� When assessing consent applications

and compliance activities what is

basic and presents a low risk?

� What is complex?

� What is high risk?

� What have we done over and over,

and can be standardised as best

practice? and

� What is out of the ordinary and needs

the application of new policies and

rules for activities or developments

we have not dealt with before?

Using this understanding we can then

determine priorities for reporting

templates, staff training & development

and customer education.  Coming from

this priority we can also determine a

clear outsourcing policy which can

detail what we outsource, what do we

do in-house, how we outsource, the

reasons why and consistent

methodologies.  It can also clearly assist

in achieving the best balance between

effort going into consent processing

compared to compliance monitoring &

enforcement.

Recently we have given consideration to

the function and form of the consent

report we produce.  This is an area of

huge potential improvement and

involves understanding:

� What is the purpose of a report?

� Who is the audience? and

� What is the risk and complexity of the

proposal?

Adopting a risk management approach

as detailed above is a key tool to reduce

reporting length wherever possible.

The use of technology is another key

opportunity to streamline reporting

time and standardise processes.

The challenge is to get everyone on

board with the same approach and style

to drive consistency and best practices.

There has to be an element of trust so

people can do a professional job and

come up with the right assessment

without having to justify it in full detail

in every report.  Training is important to

ensure that a professional and

defendable result is achieved.  Another

key challenge for consent reports is

developing recommendations and

conditions that are aligned to best

practice and ensuring that compliance
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monitoring is enforceable, achievable

and practicable for Consent Holders.

KEY INITIATIVES

While the team is still

relatively new, a

number of

initiatives have been undertaken.

These are based upon the

identified priorities and have

included a number of “quick fix”

projects for areas that required

urgent action.  Some of these

initiatives include:

Development of an Outsourcing

Policy.

ARC utilise a number of external

consultants for processing resource

consents and undertaking

compliance monitoring.  These

consultants work under a range of

contractual circumstances and it is

clear that a consistent approach to

the use of consultants was

necessary.  It is also acknowledged

that a significant seasonal variation

in workload exists for the consent

processing function.  To resource

this variation and also to assist

with staff vacancies, outsourcing is

recognised as an important tool.

Consistent contracts are currently

being developed and policy

determined as to when consultants

shall be utilised, contractual issues

that need to be addressed and

conditions of the contracts

including charge out rates and

how these charges are transferred

to the consent holder.

Associated with outsourcing of

consents work, an interesting

structural change implemented as

part of the process was the

introduction of an internal

Dedicated Consent Team.  This

team provides a service of

processing some of the “day to

day” consents and undertaking

the compliance monitoring of

these consents.  Consultants

traditionally would have

undertaken this role however

experience with the Dedicated

Consent Team to date shows an

effective and more economical

service can be provided with this

team.  Outsourcing, however

remains important for processing

the overflow of more complex

applications and where specific

technical expertise is required.

Risk Management Prioritisation

for Compliance.

ARC has approximately 7000

“active” resource consents.  It is

recognised that of these consents

a number of different priorities

exist in terms of the consequence

of not undertaking compliance

monitoring and the frequency of

monitoring required.  To

overcome this we have placed all

of the consent groups into a

matrix so that the relative priority

of each consent group can be

determined.  This priority is

based upon the various effects

and impacts that may arise in

each group such as, actual

adverse effects, potential adverse

effects and policy impact.

This information is then assessed

in association with resourcing

requirements and will feed

directly into future budget

processes and long term

resourcing requirements.  What it

also ensures is that with the

resources available that the high

priority consents are monitored

in an appropriate manner and

that an appropriate level of

regulation is driven by the

outcomes of the compliance

undertaken.

Enforcement Decision Group.

This group has been operational

for approximately three years and

ensures that enforcement criteria

are consistently applied across

the ARC.  It is clear that that this

group provides an extremely

important forum for discussing

various enforcement options that

may be employed.  Recently we

have reviewed the role of the

group to allow for an even more

efficient process to be

undertaken.  To that end a

significant part of the decision

process and ownership will now

“sit” with the specific officer

involved but with an overview

remaining with the Team Leader

for Compliance and Enforcement.

This will help speed the process

up, continue to ensure

consistency applies and will also

introduce a level of review to

ensure that all consent related

complaints received are

responded to appropriately.

Liaison Meetings.

It was found that one of the key areas

which the team needed to further

develop was that associated with

relationships with key external parties

as well as key internal parties.  It was

recognised that this relationship

development was already partly

achieved through the previous

structure however significant effort
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has now been placed on understanding

all these areas and continuing to change

and improve our service and processes

to meet the requirements of these

people.  While being a relatively simple

initiative this has proven invaluable in

assisting the team to move forward.

PREDICTED BENEFITS

Anumber of key benefits are

noted with the introduction of

the new structure:

� Customer benefits.  This is in the form

of greater certainty and the provision

of a centralised team to drive

consistency and improvement to

customer service and processes;

� More effective workload management

and better feedback to staff on

performance and training

requirements;

� Segmentation of work to maximise

skills and experience through the use

of a Dedicated Consent Compliance

team;

� Clearer accountability for

statutory processes;

� Clearer reporting lines;

� End to end accountability and

integrated processing; and

� Greater ability to align statutory

work to strategic goals.

It is acknowledged that ongoing

change and improvement is

necessary to ensure that these

benefits continue to be achieved.

CONCLUSION

While many of the issues

detailed above are specific

to ARC and are

dependent upon the structure of the

consents and compliance teams, there

are a number of aspects that could be

further considered for other councils.

The basic philosophy that is outlined for

customer focus, efficient and effective

processes and the environmental

outcomes apply for all councils.  It is

acknowledged that many councils

already have the key components in

place and are operational with efficient

and effective consent and compliance

processes.  The key lesson we have

learnt is that we can continue to learn,

share and maximise benefits across the

resource management sector from

understanding how other

organisations operate.  This can be

further enhanced through

utilisation of the many forums

available such as the Resource

Management Law Association,

Resource Managers Group, Quality

Planning Institute and the many

other national forums available.

It is also recognised that we all

need to consider continuous

improvement and to achieve this

we all need to be much better at

benchmarking our programme.

Benchmarking will be a key

method of checking how good our

processes and methods are and

should be undertaken with local

government organisations, but also

with other sectors to help drive

new and innovative practices.

The new Consent and Compliance

Monitoring Team at ARC still have

a long way to go to “Being the Best”

however with the structure in

place, the initiatives undertaken

and the knowledge continually

gained from other parties the

pathway is now much more clearly

defined.
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A SUBDIVISION
STEEPLE CHASE

The decision of the

Environment Court in

Gould v Rodney District

Council (A163/2003) concerned a

proposal to subdivide 2.34 hectares

of land within Rodney District into

two lots.  The application was for a

non-complying activity for failure

to comply with the minimum lot

size requirements.

The application had been declined

by the Council despite there being

no submissions against the

proposal, and with all adjoining

landowners having provided written

approval. 

The land at issue was zoned

Countryside Living 1 (Rural) in Plan

Change 55 to the Transitional

Rodney District Plan, which the

Court found to be the dominant

planning instrument.  The

Transitional District Plan itself was

somewhat outdated and the

Proposed Plan (2000) had not yet

advanced to the stage where Council

hearings of submissions had been

completed.

Physical effects on the environment

were not an issue in the case with

the Council’s planning witness

accepting that there would be no

“immediate effects” on the directly

adjacent environment which would

be anymore than minor.  As such,

the first “gateway” test under section

105(2A) of RMA was clearly met.

The Court therefore turned to an

analysis of the relevant District Plan

provisions.  This included reference

to a rural issues statement in Plan

Change 55 which states that

although individual subdivisions

and developments may have only

limited adverse effect on rural

character, the cumulative effect of

several or many subdivisions or

activities will often be significant.  A

specific objective cited is to

recognise countryside living as a

valid rural activity and to

consolidate such development

where it can be accommodated

without significant adverse effects on

natural character, amenities and the

like.  

Reference was also made to the

stated methods chosen by Council to

facilitate countryside living in

appropriate locations through the

application of specific activity areas.

Notably, two countryside living

activity areas are provided for,

namely the Countryside Living

(Rural) and Countryside Living

(Town) activity areas.  Each of these

activity areas has individually

identified issues, general and specific

objectives, policies, methods of

implementation, activity tables and

subdivision controls.  It was the

Council’s evidence that it is the

subdivision controls that lie at the

heart of the differences between the

activity areas.  

The Countryside Living (Rural)

activity area provides for a minimum

average lot size of 2 hectares, while

the Countryside Living (Town)

activity area provides for a 1 to 1.5

hectare minimum lot size.  The

applicant’s proposed lot sizes

approximated those provided for in

the (Town) but not the (Rural)

activity area in which the site was

located.

The Court examined the respective

objectives, policies and other

provisions of each activity area and

found no strong basis for

differentiating between the two

areas, and in particular the form of

development each is intended to

accommodate.  Few provisions assist

Case Notes
Martin Williams, Barrister, Environmental Law Chambers
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in an understanding of the difference

in permitted lot sizes in the

subdivision rules.  The Court stated

that a sharper difference in the

objectives, policies, environmental

performance criteria and intended

environmental results would have

provided a more robust basis for

achieving different outcomes.  While

the applicant’s proposal clearly does

not comply with the relevant (Rural)

subdivision control, it was difficult

to find a (Rural) objective or policy

that the proposal expressly offends.  

The Council nevertheless submitted

that the proposal would be contrary

in the sense of being repugnant to

the relevant objectives and policies,

stating that a strong case for

differentiation in lot sizes as between

the two countryside living areas can

be recognised as coming from the

rules as to lot sizes and averaging.  It

was submitted that those rules

provided an “interpretive signal”.

The Court held there was no basis

for finding that the proposal was

repugnant to the relevant objectives

and policies.  This was evident from

what the Court described as a

“rather desperate” reliance by the

Council on the contents of rules to

shore up the clear shortcomings of

the objectives and policies.  The

Court stated that rules are not

objectives and policies, and hence

section 105(2A)(b) was not

transgressed.  

The Council further submitted in

the context of section 104(1)(d) of

RMA, that a test should be applied as

to whether or not a proposal is

supported or envisaged by, aligned

or in accordance with the “spirit” of

the Plan.  In that regard, the Court

noted that it was being invited to

formulate a new test which it found

quite remarkable.  It referred to

Court of Appeal decisions to the

effect that for a non-complying

activity, support is unlikely to be

found from any specific provision of

the District Plan.  

Because the subdivision rule

infringed was almost entirely devoid

of express support from objectives

and policies and the effects on the

environment were no more than

minor, the Court stated that a

favourable decision would be

warranted in its discretion under

section 104.  

Before reaching that conclusion

however, the Court went on to

consider the further issue of

precedent and integrity of the

District Plan. A new argument was

proffered to the effect that

“community expectations” are part

of the environment as falling within

the section 2 definitions of amenity

values and environment, as well as

being referred in the section 5

definition of sustainable

management.  It was submitted that

there would be adverse cumulative

effects of the proposal by reference

to the issue of community

expectations and perceptions.  

The Court rejected this submission,

stating that it amounted to no more

than an attempt to drag the issues of

precedent and integrity into section

104(1)(a), contrary to the clear

directions of the Court of Appeal,

and that the Council was searching

for another lever (in addition to the

ample number that exist in any

event) to decline non-complying

applications.  The Court stated that

it firmly declined to be drawn down

that path.  

Considering the issue of precedent

and District Plan integrity in its

proper statutory context, the Court

determined that to avoid such an

impact there need to be some clear

distinctions between both the land

and the application, and that of

potential neighbouring applicants.

The Appellant argued that a number

of qualities took the proposal

outside of the generality of cases

including that the average lot size

proposed is already relatively

common, that every adjoining

neighbour had given express written

approval, and that the Council had

through certain structure plan

It was submitted

that there would

be adverse

cumulative effects

of the proposal by

reference to the

issue of

community

expectations and

perceptions
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documents foreshadowed increased

countryside living opportunity in

the locality.

With respect to the latter point, the

Court confirmed that it was not

prepared to give a non-statutory

document any significant weight,

preferring to rely on the professional

opinion of an expert witness on a

topic than a statement of view

recorded in a document untested in

the public submission process.

It was nevertheless prepared to take

into account the fact that the structure

plan document at issue had been sold

over the counter at the Council, with

the Applicant having been given some

degree of oral encouragement to make

an application by reference to its

provisions.

Reference was also made to the fact

that it might be somewhat unusual for

a subdivision proposal to have written

approval from every adjoining

neighbour. The Court accepted that

the integrity of the District Plan

maybe less likely to be under attack in

circumstance where all affected

persons have given consent.  The

Court stated that when this factor was

taken in combination with the almost

total absence of actual and potential

physical effects on the environment,

together with certain other factors

applied, it was prepared to find clear

distinctions between this land and

application and that of potential

applicants in the same zone in the

District.  The Court nevertheless

cautioned against any future applicant

assuming that a proposal having the

same attributes would necessarily

obtain a consent.  

By reference to Part II of the Act and

Court’s overall discretion the appeal

was allowed.  

This decision has been appealed to

the High Court.  

CAN I BE EXCUSED?

The decision of the

Environment Court in New

Zealand Development Group

Limited v Auckland City Council

(A168/2003) involved an

application for declarations

regarding the procedures for

seeking a reduction in financial

contributions payable under the

Auckland City District Plan

(Isthmus section).  The decision

may well have wider implications

beyond just the Auckland District

however.

Readers may recall that in the July

2002 volume of the Journal, the

decision of the High Court in Retro

Developments Limited v Auckland

City Council was discussed.  In that

decision the High Court had

concluded that the financial

contribution provisions of this

particular District Plan were to be

applied prescriptively, by reference

to the language of section 108(10) of

RMA  following the Resource

Management Act 1997.  This states

that the level of a financial

contribution is to be determined “in

the manner” described in the district

plan.

The Court of Appeal subsequently

overruled that decision in finding

that a prescriptive meaning was not

intended, such that the relevant

rules provide a method for

determining the maximum

contribution which can be imposed,

with a lesser level possible at the

discretion of the Council.  This was

the case even though no “reduction

mechanism” for determining a

reduced contribution was contained

within the provisions.

In that context, certain declarations

were sought as to whether a resource

consent application is required by an

applicant seeking a reduction in a

financial contribution (and if so,

whether such application would be

for a non-complying activity

consent).  Alternatively, the

declarations sought were whether a

consent condition requiring a

financial contribution calculated in

accordance with the rules of the

District Plan  may be the subject of

an objection under section 357 of

RMA, with the Council in

appropriate cases being able to allow

the objection by reducing the

amount payable.

The applicant for declaration had

sought resource consent for 48

terrace houses in Mt Eden.

Auckland City Council had resolved

to process the application on a non-

notified basis.  The Council had

imposed a condition requiring the

full amount prescribed by the rules

in the District Plan to be paid and

the applicant had objected.  The

Council asserted there was no right

of objection to the quantum of

reserve contribution payable where

no application had been made as

part of the overall resource consent

application for a reduction.  
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Evidence was also provided to the

Court that following the High Court

decision in Retro (made after the

objection in this case) the Council

would not even accept resource

consent applications for reduced

contributions.  That approach had

been altered following the Court of

Appeal decision.

Against that background the Court

first considered whether a resource

consent is needed for a reduced

contribution, considering that issue

by reference to submissions made

regarding section 9 of the Act.  

Section 9(1) of RMA precludes the

“use” of land in a manner that

contravenes a  district plan rule.  The

applicant argued that before a

resource consent is required there

must be something in the nature of a

physical use of the land which

contravenes a rule in the District

Plan.  This argument was supported

by the language of the rules of the

District Plan stating the

circumstances in which resource

consents are required.  The Court

accepted that the phrase “use any

land” in section 9(1) has the

connotation of physical activity.

It was argued that an activity does

not lose its status in the District Plan

as permitted, controlled or

discretionary according to whether

or not the maximum amount of a

reserve contribution calculated

according to the formula in the

District Plan rules is paid.  To adopt

the contrary approach would be to

treat the rules as prescriptive which

the Court of Appeal had expressly

rejected.  Whether or not a financial

contribution is made, does not alter

the manner of the use of the land.

The Court accepted that submission

and that the act of payment and the

level contributed does not constitute

anything physical done to or in

relation to the land.  

The Court also accepted that

because the financial contribution

provisions involve a discretion with

flexibility, the level of contribution

does not affect the status of the

activity.  Payment of a lesser amount

as envisaged by the provisions and

as may be determined by the

Council, does not result in non-

compliance.  As such there is no

need to apply for a non-complying

activity consent.

The Council submitted that in the

absence of a resource consent

seeking to waive or reduce the

amount of financial contribution, a

reduction in the level could only be

granted for one or more of the

specific exemptions specified in the

provisions.  Referring to the physical

activity argument, it was submitted

that the construction of new

residential units might be a

permitted activity but that status is

subject to compliance with all

relevant rules.  In the absence of a

rule providing for a reduction in the

amount of contribution except by

way of certain credits or exemptions,

the activity of constructing the new

units without paying the full

contribution is using land in a

manner contravening a rule in the

District Plan.  

In response the applicant referred to

the distinction between an activity

and the conditions attached to it as

discussed by the Court of Appeal in

Body Corporate v Auckland City

Council. While the construction of

new residential units is a use of land

which may have effects, and a

financial contribution is a condition

to mitigate those effects, the

payment of cash with a setting aside

of land in accordance with certain

rules is not an activity in its own

right.  The relevant condition is a

qualification to the particular use,

not a use in itself.

Overall, the Environment Court

found that a resource consent is not

required to pay a lesser

contribution than would otherwise

be calculated in accordance with

the District Plan rules.    It was

further found that where an

application for a development has

been processed on a non-notified

basis, there will be a right of

objection to the consent authority

in respect of its decision to impose

a financial contribution condition.

On any such objection the consent

authority may reduce the amount of

financial contribution imposed or

waiver.  

AN EYE TO THE FUTURE

In Roman Catholic Bishop of

Auckland v North Shore City

Council a condition limiting

the school role of a primary school

at Mairangi Bay was challenged.

The condition had been imposed

on a consent to construct two new

classrooms together with a vehicle

entrance, additional car parks and

ancillary activities.
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The school had indicated to the

Council that at some time in the

future it would need to apply for a

further three classrooms to meet

demand for school places.  The two

additional classrooms in the

application at issue enabled the

school role to increase to 339 pupils,

and the condition under appeal

limited the role to that figure.    

The question for the Court was to

determine whether the condition

was valid by reference to the well

known tests in Newbury District

Council v Secretary of State for the

Environment.

It was argued by the appellant that

the condition had been imposed to

address the traffic effects of a future

expansion.  It was submitted that

because the condition endeavours to

regulate future effects not related to

the current proposal it must be

invalid under the second Newbury

test, namely that a condition must

fairly and reasonably relate to the

development authorised by the

consent to which the condition is

attached.

By contrast the Council submitted

that the condition was necessary to

mitigate the traffic effects arising

from the school’s activity, with the

Council being concerned about its

ability to control the flow on

physical traffic effects of a school

role in excess of the stated number.  

The Court found that the Council’s

evidence confirmed the Appellant’s

arguments.  The Council’s principal

roading engineer had stated that the

condition was imposed in response

to the Applicant’s intentions to

further expand the school.  It was

considered by that witness that the

level of traffic associated with this

proposal is the maximum that could

be tolerated by the current access

arrangements.  The witness was

concerned that if the appeal was

granted incremental growth might

occur without appropriate

consideration of significant safety

issues and without the ability to

mitigate effects that arise from

school growth in the vicinity.  This

was in part related to a concern that

any further additions might only

require consent as a controlled

activity according to the appellant’s

planning consultant, with the

Council being unable to refuse

consent on that interpretation of the

District Plan.

The Council disputed that

interpretation. A further Council

witness had nevertheless stated that

the condition was imposed to

achieve the same outcome as the

Council’s interpretation, giving the

Council the ability to restrict future

growth if not satisfied that traffic

effects could be avoided or

mitigated.  

The Court found it unlawful to seek

to change the activity status of future

applications by imposing a

condition of consent.  Further, the

condition was found to have been

imposed in response to concerns

about the effects of future classroom

additions beyond the extension

which was the subject of the appeal.

That is not a concern about the

potential effects of the current

application but about the effects of

future applications not related to the

consent.  Whether the concern is

couched in terms of “potential”

effects, “environmental creep” or

“precedent effect” it is wrong to

impose conditions of consent which

are not related to the effects of the

application.  The Court found that

additional conditions of the consent

adequately avoided, remedied or

mitigate the traffic effects of the

particular proposal.

Overall the condition was found to

be invalid by reference to the

Newbury tests, for purporting to

change the activity status of future

applications, and as being unrelated

to the effects of the proposal at issue.  
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The Resource Management Journal’s mission is to facilitate communication between RMLA members on all matters relating to

resource management.  It provides members with a public forum for their views, as articles are largely written by Association

members who are experts in their particular field.

Written contributions to the Resource Management Journal are welcome.  If you would like to raise your profile and

contribute to the Journal, a short synopsis should be forwarded by email to the Executive Officer (contact details below)

who will pass that synopsis to the Editorial Committee for their review.  Accordingly, synopsis and copy deadlines are

as follows:

Publishing Date Synopsis Deadline

March edition 20 December 2003

July edition 3 May 2004

November edition 6 September 2004

Publishing Date Copy Deadline

March edition 6 February 2004

July edition 14 June 2004

November edition 18 October 2004

The March 2004 edition of the Journal will have a special focus on resource access, use and ownership. As a general

guide, articles should be approximately 2,000-3,000 words and should be produced in Word format.

Letters to the Editor are also welcomed.

Acceptance of written work in the Resource Management Journal does not in any way indicate an adoption by RMLA

of the opinions expressed by authors.  Authors remain responsible for their opinions, and any defamatory or litigious

material and the Editor accepts no responsibility for such material.

Karol Helmink

Executive Officer

Tel/Fax: (9) 626-6068

Email: karol.helmink@xtra.co.nz
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